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Abstract
Strongly correlated systems, i.e., quantum materials for which the interactions
between its constituents are strong, are good candidates for the development of ap-
plications based on quantum-mechanical principles, such as quantum computers.
Two paradigmatic models of strongly correlated systems are heavy-fermionic sys-
tems and one-dimensional spin-12 systems, with and without quenched disorder.
In the past decade, improvement in computational methods and a vast enhance-
ment in computational power has made it possible to study these systems in a a
non-perturbative manner. In this thesis we present state-of-the-art numerical meth-
ods to investigate the properties of strongly correlated systems, and we apply these
methods to solve a couple of selected problems in quantum condensed matter the-
ory.
We start by revisiting the phase diagram of the Falicov-Kimball model on the
square lattice which can be considered as a heavy-fermionic systems. This model
describes an interplay between conduction electrons and heavy electrons and re-
veals several distinct metal-insulator phase transitions. Using a lattice Monte-Carlo
method, we study the transport properties of the model. Our analysis describes the
role of temperature and interaction strength on themetal-insulator phase transitions
in the Falicov-Kimball model.
The second part of the thesis investigate the spatial structure of the entanglement
in ground and thermal statesof the transverse-field Ising chain. We use the logarith-
mic negativity as a measure for the entanglement between two disjoint blocks. We
investigate how logarithmic negativity depends on the spatial separation between
two blocks, which can be viewed as the entanglement analog of a spatial correla-
tion function. We find sharp entanglement thresholds at a critical distance beyond
which the logarithmic negativity vanishes exactly and thus the two blocks become
unentangled. Our results hold even in the presence of long-ranged quantum cor-
relations, i.e., at the system’s quantum critical point. Using Time-Evolving Block
Decimation (TEBD), we explore this feature as a function of temperature and size of
the two blocks. We present a simple model to describe our numerical observations.
In the last part of this thesis, we introduce an order parameter for a many-body
localized spin-glass (MBL-SG) phase. We show that many-body localized spin-glass
order can also be detected from two-site reduced density matrices, which we use
to construct an eigenstate spin-glass order parameter. We find that this eigenstate
spin-glass order parameter captures spin-glass phases in random Ising chains, both
in many-body eigenstates as well as in the nonequilibrium dynamics, from a local
in time measurement. We discuss how our results can be used to observe MBL-SG
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Nature provides us with plenty of collective phenomenon in essentially every as-
pect of our everyday life. For instance, we are used to the fact that matter (a system
of many particles) can organize itself into a variety of phases with different degrees
of order. Each of these ordered states constitutes a collective behavior of many par-
ticles. These phases can transform to other phases through a so-called phase tran-
sition. The understanding of these states enables us to predict and control several
properties that a material in a given phase will have. This understanding, therefore,
is the base of the most important technological advancements achieved in the last
century. Therefore, at the heart of condensed matter physics is the necessity to un-
derstand how to cope with systems consisting of many (more than three) interacting
particles, for which exact calculations become impractical. The emergence of many-
body effects gives rise to many of the collective phenomena which are the result of
electron correlations – when each electron’s view of its surroundings is influenced
by the presence of other electrons. To understand and manipulate such phenomena
is the challenge faced by condensed matter physicists.
A general criterion for the phenomena of ordering in matter was first formu-
lated by L. D. Landau who recognized that symmetries can be used to characterize
phases of a system[1, 2]. This constituted the first modern theory for phase tran-
sitions. Based on this, a successful program followed over several decades which
consisted of the proposal of specific models (simple enough for us to perform calcu-
lations/simulations) and the explicit investigation of how the phenomena of phase
transitions according to Landau’s criterion is captured by them.
Depending on the nature of the phase transition, the transitions come in two
types: classical and quantum[2, 3, 4].
1.1.1 Classical phase transitions
Classical Phase transitions (CPT), also called thermal phase transitions, are charac-
terized by cusp in the thermodynamic properties of a system. The interplay between
the energy of a system and the entropy of its thermal fluctuations will lead to a CPT.
In 1933, Paul Ehrenfest introduced the first classification of of phase transitions on
the basis of jumps in derivatives of the thermodynamic free energy with respect to
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other thermodynamic variables. Although Ehrenfest’s classification has been found
to be an incompletemethod of classifying phase transitions, it was the starting point.
There are two types of phase transition that are important in condensed matter
physics: first order (discontinuous) and second order (continuous)[2, 4, 5].
First-order phase transitions exhibit a discontinuity in the first derivative of the
free energy with respect to some thermodynamic variable. During the transition,
the system undergoes a latent heat, which means the system either absorbs or re-
leases a fixed (and typically large) amount of energy per volume. In this process,
the temperature of the system will stay constant as heat is added and the system is
in a coexistence-phase regime in which some parts of the system have completed the
transition and others have not.
Second-order phase transitions (continuous phase transition) are continuous in
the first derivative but exhibit discontinuity in a second derivative of the free energy.
A continuous phase transition can usually be characterized by an order parameter1,
a concept first introduced by Landau. An order parameter is a quantity2 that is
zero in one phase, unordered phase, and non-zero and non-unique in the other ordered
phase. For instance, the magnetization can be considered the order parameter at
a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition. Note that finding an appropriate
order parameter can be a complicated problem by itself.
The critical behavior at a phase transition is completely characterized by the set
of critical exponents. One of the features of continuous phase transitions is univer-
sality, i.e., the critical exponents are the same for entire classes of phase transitions
which may occur in very different physical systems. For example in chapter 3, the
Falicov Kimball model has the same universality class as the classical Ising model
at strong interaction limits. The associated exponents are characteristic for the con-
tinuous phase transitions regardless of being classical or quantum.
Important quantity that grows to infinity at the transition is the correlation length
x. It quantifies the correlations between spatially separated parts of the system.
In the vicinity of criticality for both classical and quantum cases we have
x = t n, (1.1)
where n is the correlation length critical exponent and t is the dimensionless distance
from the critical point. For CPT, t is the reduced temperature t = jT   Tcj/Tc.
1.1.2 Quantum phase transitions
Quantum phase transitions (QPT) occur when a system changes its state of matter
at zero temperature due to quantum fluctuations (compared to thermal fluctuations
in CPT). Such a QPT influences large area of the phase diagram, as compared with
thermal fluctuations. The generic phase diagram for QPT is depicted in Fig. 1.1[2].
Such states of matter can be characterized by an order parameter. Often, we are
1One can also define a order parameter for a first order phase transition
2It can be a thermodynamic quanity
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interested in the continuous quantum phase transitions where the order parameter
vanishes continuously upon approaching the QPT from the ordered side[2, 4]. In
this case, the transition is called quantum critical since a number of physical quan-
tities diverge at the critical point in a power-law fashion. Often there are many
competing interactions (repulsive or attractive) in the vicinity of a quantum criti-
cal point so that tiny change in the control parameter will favor one type of order
over another. Since QPT happens at zero temperature and system is at its ground
state, one might think that such phase transitions are not relevant to the real world.
However one should note that many finite temperature properties of a system can
be explained by understanding its quantum critical point (QCP). A QCP is a point
at which the ground state energy of the system is a non-analytic function of some
parameter which is different from temperature. For example in the case of the trans-







this parameter is the transverse field g. For TFIM at QCP, the the energy difference
D between the ground state and the first excited state (known as the energy gap)
vanishes. When g in the Hamiltonian of the system increases from zero, D decreases
till it vanishes at the QCP as
D µ jg  gcjnz, (1.3)
where n and z are the critical exponents related to the QCP. This means that system
is gapless at QCP. Fig. 1.1 describes the generic phase diagram of a quantum phase
transition and also a classical phase transition. In the table 1.1, one can see the critical
behaviour and corresponding critical exponents of CPT and QPT.
1.2 Strongly correlated systems
The physical systems which are well understood are those systems that can be mod-
eled with ensemble of free particles. For example semiconductors and most metals
can be described as having non-interacting electrons. This is because the interaction
(Coulomb) energy of electrons is much smaller than their kinetic energy. However,
there are important class of systems so called strongly correlated systems for which
the interactions between particles are not weak. These interactions play a an impor-
tant role in the properties of such systems and therefore these interactions should be
taking into account.
Lattice models of correlated fermions appear in a wide variety of physical sys-
tems, from condensed matter, where they are used to study low-temperatures mod-
els of, e.g., transition metals and intermetallic rare earth and actinide compounds,
to quantum chemistry and so on. Many of these systems exhibit a number of phases
that arise out of the competition between different degrees of freedom which finally
4 Chapter 1. Introduction




  (Tc   T)b for T < Tc & (T ! T c )
= 0 for T  Tc
with hf(~x)i as thermal expectation
value of the ordered parameter
f
  (gc   g)b for g < gc & (g! g c )
= 0 for g  gc
x  (T   Tc) n with n for




for T  Tc at large distances
equal-time connected correlation function




Cv  (T   Tc) a
The specific heat diverges as
T ! T+c






 (T   Tc) g
The zero field susceptibility diverges as
T ! T+c
(response of the system to external field )
c  (g  gc) g
In the external field h, hf(~x)i  jhj1/d
exactly at T = Tc as h! 0
f  jgLj1/d
for gL ! 0 and g = gc
with gL as a longitudinal field
two-point correlation function
hf(~x1)f(~x2)i  j~x1  ~x2j (d 2+h)
exactly at T = Tc at large distances
G(r)  jrj d+2 h
at g = gc
dynamical critical exponent z
xt µ xz as T ! T+c
with t as response time
(response of the system to
a time-dependent filed)
xt  xz  jg  gcj nz
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g
<latexit sha1_base64="KkZ+kGdrA94pehnMHqGje3I9U R4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIM YjqUPOKMGis9DEnfrXo1bw6ySvyCVKFAo+9+9QYJy2KUhgmqddf3UhPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfXzolZ1YZk ChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzETXQc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZm9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx4VRsCP7yy 6ukdVHzvZp/f1mt3xRxlOEETuEcfLiCOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPIk+NFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkZ+kGdrA94pehnMHqGje3I9U R4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIM YjqUPOKMGis9DEnfrXo1bw6ySvyCVKFAo+9+9QYJy2KUhgmqddf3UhPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfXzolZ1YZk ChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzETXQc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZm9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx4VRsCP7yy 6ukdVHzvZp/f1mt3xRxlOEETuEcfLiCOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPIk+NFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkZ+kGdrA94pehnMHqGje3I9U R4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIM YjqUPOKMGis9DEnfrXo1bw6ySvyCVKFAo+9+9QYJy2KUhgmqddf3UhPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfXzolZ1YZk ChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzETXQc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZm9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx4VRsCP7yy 6ukdVHzvZp/f1mt3xRxlOEETuEcfLiCOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPIk+NFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KkZ+kGdrA94pehnMHqGje3I9U R4=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIM YjqUPOKMGis9DEnfrXo1bw6ySvyCVKFAo+9+9QYJy2KUhgmqddf3UhPkVBnOBE4rvUxjStmYDrFrqaQx6iCfXzolZ1YZk ChRtqQhc/X3RE5jrSdxaDtjakZ62ZuJ/3ndzETXQc5lmhmUbLEoygQxCZm9TQZcITNiYgllittbCRtRRZmx4VRsCP7yy 6ukdVHzvZp/f1mt3xRxlOEETuEcfLiCOtxBA5rAIIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6K15BQzx/AHzucPIk+NFQ==</latexit>
QCP
<latexit sha1_base64="NV+NzRFfCYomHhqH07l3z6plpVw=" >AAAB6nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJfFbly2aB/QDpJJ77ShmcyQZIQy9BPcuFDErV/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG 9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoNJY+53n1BpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqx032o0H8sVt+o uQNaJl5MK5LD5r8EwZmmE0jBBte57bmL8jCrDmcBZaZBqTCib0BH2LZU0Qu1ni1Vn5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9PZHRSOtpFNhkRM1Yr3pz8 T+vn5rwxs+4TFKDki0/ClNBTEzmd5MhV8iMmFpCmeJ2V8LGVFFmbDslW4K3evI66VxVPbfqta4r9du8jiKcwTlcggc1qMMdNKENDEb wDK/w5gjnxXl3PpbRgpPPnMIfOJ8/1KeNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NV+NzRFfCYomHhqH07l3z6plpVw=" >AAAB6nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJfFbly2aB/QDpJJ77ShmcyQZIQy9BPcuFDErV/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG 9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoNJY+53n1BpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqx032o0H8sVt+o uQNaJl5MK5LD5r8EwZmmE0jBBte57bmL8jCrDmcBZaZBqTCib0BH2LZU0Qu1ni1Vn5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9PZHRSOtpFNhkRM1Yr3pz8 T+vn5rwxs+4TFKDki0/ClNBTEzmd5MhV8iMmFpCmeJ2V8LGVFFmbDslW4K3evI66VxVPbfqta4r9du8jiKcwTlcggc1qMMdNKENDEb wDK/w5gjnxXl3PpbRgpPPnMIfOJ8/1KeNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NV+NzRFfCYomHhqH07l3z6plpVw=" >AAAB6nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJfFbly2aB/QDpJJ77ShmcyQZIQy9BPcuFDErV/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG 9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoNJY+53n1BpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqx032o0H8sVt+o uQNaJl5MK5LD5r8EwZmmE0jBBte57bmL8jCrDmcBZaZBqTCib0BH2LZU0Qu1ni1Vn5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9PZHRSOtpFNhkRM1Yr3pz8 T+vn5rwxs+4TFKDki0/ClNBTEzmd5MhV8iMmFpCmeJ2V8LGVFFmbDslW4K3evI66VxVPbfqta4r9du8jiKcwTlcggc1qMMdNKENDEb wDK/w5gjnxXl3PpbRgpPPnMIfOJ8/1KeNfA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NV+NzRFfCYomHhqH07l3z6plpVw=" >AAAB6nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIUJfFbly2aB/QDpJJ77ShmcyQZIQy9BPcuFDErV/kzr8xbWehrQcCh3POJfeeIBFcG 9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fiko+NUMWyzWMSqF1CNgktsG24E9hKFNAoEdoNJY+53n1BpHssHM03Qj+hI8pAzaqx032o0H8sVt+o uQNaJl5MK5LD5r8EwZmmE0jBBte57bmL8jCrDmcBZaZBqTCib0BH2LZU0Qu1ni1Vn5MIqQxLGyj5pyEL9PZHRSOtpFNhkRM1Yr3pz8 T+vn5rwxs+4TFKDki0/ClNBTEzmd5MhV8iMmFpCmeJ2V8LGVFFmbDslW4K3evI66VxVPbfqta4r9du8jiKcwTlcggc1qMMdNKENDEb wDK/w5gjnxXl3PpbRgpPPnMIfOJ8/1KeNfA==</latexit>
gc
<latexit sha1_base64="ujurRO6dAqM9mQjf7L3OPaQkq Zs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbp0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuBtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4k7wTj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTl fkwjJULBKFrpIRqwQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/TFgWc4VMUmN6npuin1ONgkk+rfQzw1PKxjTiPUsVjbnx8/mpU3Jml SEJE21LIZmrvydyGhsziQPbGVMcmWVvJv7n9TIMr/1cqDRDrthiUZhJggmZ/U2GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+ eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYBDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT2SjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujurRO6dAqM9mQjf7L3OPaQkq Zs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbp0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuBtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4k7wTj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTl fkwjJULBKFrpIRqwQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/TFgWc4VMUmN6npuin1ONgkk+rfQzw1PKxjTiPUsVjbnx8/mpU3Jml SEJE21LIZmrvydyGhsziQPbGVMcmWVvJv7n9TIMr/1cqDRDrthiUZhJggmZ/U2GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+ eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYBDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT2SjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujurRO6dAqM9mQjf7L3OPaQkq Zs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbp0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuBtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4k7wTj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTl fkwjJULBKFrpIRqwQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/TFgWc4VMUmN6npuin1ONgkk+rfQzw1PKxjTiPUsVjbnx8/mpU3Jml SEJE21LIZmrvydyGhsziQPbGVMcmWVvJv7n9TIMr/1cqDRDrthiUZhJggmZ/U2GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+ eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYBDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT2SjcE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ujurRO6dAqM9mQjf7L3OPaQkq Zs=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbp0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8 GHu/NMDMvSKUw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZJpxlsskYnuBtRwKRRvoUDJu6nmNA4k7wTj25nfeeLaiEQ94iTl fkwjJULBKFrpIRqwQbXm1t05yCrxClKDAs1B9as/TFgWc4VMUmN6npuin1ONgkk+rfQzw1PKxjTiPUsVjbnx8/mpU3Jml SEJE21LIZmrvydyGhsziQPbGVMcmWVvJv7n9TIMr/1cqDRDrthiUZhJggmZ/U2GQnOGcmIJZVrYWwkbUU0Z2nQqNgRv+ eVV0r6oe27du7+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYBDBM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+wPn8AT2SjcE=</latexit>
disordered state
<latexit sha1_base64="ZtY0e0m3pURrtqGW0nzMWFsH4rs=">AAACAHicb VA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2CwGwSrciaBl0MYygvmA5Ah7e5Nkyd4Hu3NiOK7xr9hYKGLrz7Dz37hJrtDEBwOP92aYmecnUmh0nG+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7B y0dp4pDk8cyVh2faZAigiYKlNBJFLDQl9D2xzdTv/0ASos4usdJAl7IhpEYCM7QSH37qIfwiFkgdKwCUBBQjQwh79tVp+bMQJeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOZpCBFyy bTuuk6CXsYUCi4hr/RSDQnjYzaErqERC0F72eyBnJ4aJaCDWJmKkM7U3xMZC7WehL7pDBmO9KI3Ff/zuikOrrxMREmKEPH5okEqKcZ0mgYNhAKOcmII40qYWy kfMcU4mswqJgR38eVl0jqvuU7Nvbuo1q+LOMrkmJyQM+KSS1Int6RBmoSTnDyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMIfkD6/MHpZCXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtY0e0m3pURrtqGW0nzMWFsH4rs=">AAACAHicb VA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2CwGwSrciaBl0MYygvmA5Ah7e5Nkyd4Hu3NiOK7xr9hYKGLrz7Dz37hJrtDEBwOP92aYmecnUmh0nG+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7B y0dp4pDk8cyVh2faZAigiYKlNBJFLDQl9D2xzdTv/0ASos4usdJAl7IhpEYCM7QSH37qIfwiFkgdKwCUBBQjQwh79tVp+bMQJeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOZpCBFyy bTuuk6CXsYUCi4hr/RSDQnjYzaErqERC0F72eyBnJ4aJaCDWJmKkM7U3xMZC7WehL7pDBmO9KI3Ff/zuikOrrxMREmKEPH5okEqKcZ0mgYNhAKOcmII40qYWy kfMcU4mswqJgR38eVl0jqvuU7Nvbuo1q+LOMrkmJyQM+KSS1Int6RBmoSTnDyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMIfkD6/MHpZCXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtY0e0m3pURrtqGW0nzMWFsH4rs=">AAACAHicb VA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2CwGwSrciaBl0MYygvmA5Ah7e5Nkyd4Hu3NiOK7xr9hYKGLrz7Dz37hJrtDEBwOP92aYmecnUmh0nG+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7B y0dp4pDk8cyVh2faZAigiYKlNBJFLDQl9D2xzdTv/0ASos4usdJAl7IhpEYCM7QSH37qIfwiFkgdKwCUBBQjQwh79tVp+bMQJeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOZpCBFyy bTuuk6CXsYUCi4hr/RSDQnjYzaErqERC0F72eyBnJ4aJaCDWJmKkM7U3xMZC7WehL7pDBmO9KI3Ff/zuikOrrxMREmKEPH5okEqKcZ0mgYNhAKOcmII40qYWy kfMcU4mswqJgR38eVl0jqvuU7Nvbuo1q+LOMrkmJyQM+KSS1Int6RBmoSTnDyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMIfkD6/MHpZCXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ZtY0e0m3pURrtqGW0nzMWFsH4rs=">AAACAHicb VA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2CwGwSrciaBl0MYygvmA5Ah7e5Nkyd4Hu3NiOK7xr9hYKGLrz7Dz37hJrtDEBwOP92aYmecnUmh0nG+rtLK6tr5R3qxsbe/s7tn7B y0dp4pDk8cyVh2faZAigiYKlNBJFLDQl9D2xzdTv/0ASos4usdJAl7IhpEYCM7QSH37qIfwiFkgdKwCUBBQjQwh79tVp+bMQJeJW5AqKdDo21+9IOZpCBFyy bTuuk6CXsYUCi4hr/RSDQnjYzaErqERC0F72eyBnJ4aJaCDWJmKkM7U3xMZC7WehL7pDBmO9KI3Ff/zuikOrrxMREmKEPH5okEqKcZ0mgYNhAKOcmII40qYWy kfMcU4mswqJgR38eVl0jqvuU7Nvbuo1q+LOMrkmJyQM+KSS1Int6RBmoSTnDyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMIfkD6/MHpZCXEA==</latexit>
ordered state
<latexit sha1_base64="qthJk8fTy MuwNVfnxnra7TM8Gt8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf6+PmZTAInsKuCHo MevEYwSRCsoTZ2d5kyOyDmV4xLsFf8eJBEa/+hzf/xkmyB00saCiquunu8lM pNDrOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z37N29lk4yxaHJE5moO59pkCKGJgqUcJcqYJE voe0PryZ++x6UFkl8i6MUvIj1YxEKztBIPfugi/CAeaICUBBQjQxh3LOrTs2 Zgi4StyBVUqDRs7+6QcKzCGLkkmndcZ0UvZwpFFzCuNLNNKSMD1kfOobGLALt 5dPrx/TYKAENE2UqRjpVf0/kLNJ6FPmmM2I40PPeRPzP62QYXni5iNMMIeaz RWEmKSZ0EgUNhAKOcmQI40qYWykfMMU4msAqJgR3/uVF0jqtuU7NvTmr1i+L OMrkkByRE+KSc1In16RBmoSTR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++QPrM8fNmyV sg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qthJk8fTy MuwNVfnxnra7TM8Gt8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf6+PmZTAInsKuCHo MevEYwSRCsoTZ2d5kyOyDmV4xLsFf8eJBEa/+hzf/xkmyB00saCiquunu8lM pNDrOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z37N29lk4yxaHJE5moO59pkCKGJgqUcJcqYJE voe0PryZ++x6UFkl8i6MUvIj1YxEKztBIPfugi/CAeaICUBBQjQxh3LOrTs2 Zgi4StyBVUqDRs7+6QcKzCGLkkmndcZ0UvZwpFFzCuNLNNKSMD1kfOobGLALt 5dPrx/TYKAENE2UqRjpVf0/kLNJ6FPmmM2I40PPeRPzP62QYXni5iNMMIeaz RWEmKSZ0EgUNhAKOcmQI40qYWykfMMU4msAqJgR3/uVF0jqtuU7NvTmr1i+L OMrkkByRE+KSc1In16RBmoSTR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++QPrM8fNmyV sg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qthJk8fTy MuwNVfnxnra7TM8Gt8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf6+PmZTAInsKuCHo MevEYwSRCsoTZ2d5kyOyDmV4xLsFf8eJBEa/+hzf/xkmyB00saCiquunu8lM pNDrOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z37N29lk4yxaHJE5moO59pkCKGJgqUcJcqYJE voe0PryZ++x6UFkl8i6MUvIj1YxEKztBIPfugi/CAeaICUBBQjQxh3LOrTs2 Zgi4StyBVUqDRs7+6QcKzCGLkkmndcZ0UvZwpFFzCuNLNNKSMD1kfOobGLALt 5dPrx/TYKAENE2UqRjpVf0/kLNJ6FPmmM2I40PPeRPzP62QYXni5iNMMIeaz RWEmKSZ0EgUNhAKOcmQI40qYWykfMMU4msAqJgR3/uVF0jqtuU7NvTmr1i+L OMrkkByRE+KSc1In16RBmoSTR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++QPrM8fNmyV sg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qthJk8fTy MuwNVfnxnra7TM8Gt8=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhf6+PmZTAInsKuCHo MevEYwSRCsoTZ2d5kyOyDmV4xLsFf8eJBEa/+hzf/xkmyB00saCiquunu8lM pNDrOt1VaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z37N29lk4yxaHJE5moO59pkCKGJgqUcJcqYJE voe0PryZ++x6UFkl8i6MUvIj1YxEKztBIPfugi/CAeaICUBBQjQxh3LOrTs2 Zgi4StyBVUqDRs7+6QcKzCGLkkmndcZ0UvZwpFFzCuNLNNKSMD1kfOobGLALt 5dPrx/TYKAENE2UqRjpVf0/kLNJ6FPmmM2I40PPeRPzP62QYXni5iNMMIeaz RWEmKSZ0EgUNhAKOcmQI40qYWykfMMU4msAqJgR3/uVF0jqtuU7NvTmr1i+L OMrkkByRE+KSc1In16RBmoSTR/JMXsmb9WS9WO/Wx6y1ZBUz++QPrM8fNmyV sg==</latexit>
classical critical
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FIGURE 1.1: Phase diagram of a general quantum phase transition
(QPT).
can lead to a phase transition. Understanding the possible orders that characterize
these phases is of primary interest in current many-body physics.
The two classes of strongly correlated systems that interest us are heavy fermionic
(electronic) systems and one-dimensional spin-12 systems in presence and absence of
disorder.
Heavy-electron materials are a subset of the intermetallic compounds containing
elements with localized electrons. Historically, the term Heavy-fermion was first
used by Steglich and his collaborators in the late 1970’s[6]. A heavy fermion metal
can develop electron masses (density of states) 1000 times bigger than copper. It
can also develop unconventional superconductivity, transform into new forms of
quantum order, exhibit quantum critical and topological behavior. In the periodic
table, themost strongly interacting electrons reside in orbitals that are well localized.
In order of increasing localization, partially filled orbitals are ordered as following[7,
8]
5d < 4d < 3d < 5 f < 4 f (1.4)
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In the present thesis, we select and study some of the collective phenomena in
the systems of many-body condensed matter physics which their components are
strongly correlated with each other. First, we introduce these phenomena and later
we give a short survey on these phases and systems.
1.2.1 Metal-insulator transitions
One interesting class of quantum phase transitions is metal-insulator transitions[9,
10]. They usually originates from two effects
 lattice effects for models of non-interacting electrons
 the interaction between electrons




)D ! 0 (1.5)
Two examples are the Anderson transition (Anderson localization) which is due to
lattice effects in a model of non-interacting electrons and Mott transitions which is
due to the interaction between electrons. In Anderson transitions, the electronic
charge diffusivity D is driven to zero by quenched disorder while in the Mott tran-
sition the thermodynamic density susceptibility ¶n/¶m vanishes. Note that a sharp
distinction between metal and insulator is possible only at T = 0.
Another metal-insulator transition which has recently attracted great attention
is the many-body localization (MBL) transition. This phenomena occurs for a closed
quantum system and is due to the presence of the interaction among electrons in the
Anderson localization [11].
In this thesis, we deal with several Metal-Insulator transitions in strongly cor-
related systems. Therefore in the following, we present a short introduction to the
above phenomena.
Mott transition
The band theory of solids provides a successful description of metals, insulators and
their transitions. After the discovery of quantummechanics, physicists could give a
basic distinction between metals and insulators based on their band structures.
However in 1937, several simple transition-metal oxides with a partially filled
d-electron band were found to be insulators. In this class of materials, the strong
Coulomb repulsion between electrons (electron-electron interactions) is the source
of the unusual insulating behavior called Mott insulator [12, 13]. In other words,
under strong on-site interaction U, the original band will split into two bands with
energy gap U and due to this, the system will become an insulator.
The transition from a metal to an insulator due to strong electron-electron in-
teractions is called a Mott transition[14]. In this transition, the electronic state will
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change. In the vicinity of the Mott transition, a wide variety of interesting phenom-
ena, such as high-temperature superconductivity and large thermoelectric effects,
arise due to the interplay between charges, spins, and orbital degrees of freedom.
Before explaining the other two types of metal-insulator transitions, we give a
short introduction to some concepts that are required to underestand these transi-
tions.
1.2.2 Close quantum system
Consider a closed many-body quantum system with a short-ranged Hamiltonian
H, which means that the Hamiltonian is local in real space. Such a system can
consist of cold atoms, traped ions, photons, electrons, spins, qubits etc. The states of
such a system can be studied using density matrices. We work in the Schrödinger









= [H(t), r(t)] ,
Trfrg = 1.
(1.6)
One can compute the expectation value of an operator corresponding to an opera-




. The systems that we study are the quantum spin 1/2
systems which can be considered as a special case of general quantum two-state sys-
tems. Each spin is located at a point in real space which can be randomly located or
form a specific configuration. Such quantum spin system can be described by four
linearly independent operators. In the case of spin 1/2 systems these operatores
can be represented by 2 2 matrices: the identity matrix Ii and the three Pauli ma-




i for spin at site i. A general mixed state ri can be written as a linear
combination of these operators as will be mentioned in Eq. 4.29 in section 4.7. The
Hamiltonian of the system is a sum of local operators. The system may have some
other extensive conserved quantities that are also sums of local operators. Spin and
particle are examples for these conserved quantities. Such quantities can be trans-
ported by the systems dynamics such as the energy. these dynamics are governed
by the Hamiltonian of the system as shown Eq. 1.6. Two cases are very interesting
 time independent Hamiltonian H(t) = H
U(t) = exp( iHt), (1.7)
with U(t) being the time evolution operator associated with the Hamiltonian
of the systems H.
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 Floquet systems (periodically driven systems) H(t) = H(t+ T) and one can




where T is the time-ordering operator.
Note that the off-diagonal terms of the density matrix r(t) give rise to the system
dynamics in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian. In other words if the r(t) is one of
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, then the problem it trivial, because there is no
dynamics.
1.2.3 Non-equilibrium dynamics of isolated quantum systems
In recent years, physicists have tried to study the non-equilibrium dynamics of iso-
lated quantum systems. Theoretically and experimentally, it is challenging and it
causes many fundamental questions in the various areas of quantum mechanics. In
this thesis, non-equilibrium dynamics are investigated from a quantum quench per-
spective[15, 16]. Quantum quench provides a way to access the excited states of the
systems which are required to study a nonequilibrium problem. This perspective is
characterized by initializing the system in a state r0 = jy0ihy0j, which can be the
ground state of a local Hamiltonian. Then by sudden global change of the system
parameters and letting the state to be evolved in time by a unitary time evolution
under some local Hamiltonian H
jy(t)i = e iHt jy0i . (1.9)
After the quench, the initial state changed to a different state at each time t with
different properties. The expectation value of observable A at a later time t will be
hA(t)i = Tr(e iHtr0eiHtA) (1.10)
Non-equilibrium dynamics of closed quantum systems enable us to study and
discover different features of correlated systems in order to answer fundamental
questions which arise from it. There are several concepts in condensed matter and
statistical physics that one can use non-equilibrium dynamics to understand, for ex-
ample, thermalization, transport, entanglement, dynamics of quantum phase tran-
sition and so on. But in this thesis, we use quantum quench in the context of many-
body localizations and will visit and study the localized phase where it hosts an-
other interesting phase called spin-glass phase.
In the following, we explain some of the concepts that non-equilibriumdynamics
of a quantum system can enable us to study.
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1.2.4 Quantum thermalization
A usual quantum statistical mechanical assumption is that the system goes to ther-
mal equilibrium in the long time limit, i.e., t ! ¥. This (quantum) system in ther-
mal equilibrium is fully characterized by a small number of parameters (tempera-
ture, chemical potential, etc.: one parameter for each extensive conserved quantity),
suggesting that the process of going to thermal equilibrium is associated with the
erasure of the system’s memory of all other details about its initial state. This means
that one can wait long enough time such that the system is in thermal equilibrium
and then by usuing equilibrium statistical mechanics, study the behaviour of the
system without solving the dynamics. When such a situation happens the system
is a bath to itself and brings the subsystems to thermal equilibrium. However this
assumption is not true for MBL phases. This requires a more precise definition of
thermalization.
S
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FIGURE 1.2: Statistical mechanics of a closed quantum system under-
going unitary time evolution. There is no external reservoir. It can be
useful to partition the closed quantum system into a S subsystem and
its environment. If the system quantum thermalizes, then S¯ is able to
act as a bath for the subsystem S. S defined by a finite set of micro-
scopic degrees of freedom and the S¯ is the rest of the system such that
rS(t) = TrS¯fr(t)g.
To define quantum thermalization, we consider the exact dynamic of the closed
quantum system which is given by unitary time evolution of the system
r(t) = U(t)r(0)U†(t). (1.11)
The dynamics in Eq. 1.11 is reversible which means that any information that is
in the initial state is still present at time t but hidden. The full system does not
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forget about its initial state. Thus the state of the full system does not go to the one
of thermal equilibrium distributions and consequently does not thermalize. The
dynamics of the system in the basis of U’s eigenstates is trivial. The only thing that




As the conclusion of this section one can say that thermalization is of subsystems
which means the system goes to thermal equilibrium for T ! ¥ such that the state
of its subsystem goes to thermal equilibrium as it is shown in Fig. 1.2.
Now we can have a more precise definition of thermalization such that holds for
large number of systems as follows












where r(eq)S (T, m, h, . . .) is the state of the subsystem at thermal equilibrium which
can depend on temperature T, chemical potential m, field h and so on.
1.2.5 The Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis
According to the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH), thermalization oc-
curs at the level of individual eigenstates of a given Hamiltonian, which means each
eigenstate of the Hamiltonian implicitly contains a thermal state[17, 18]. If we look
at one eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
HjEni = EnjEni, (1.14)
where En is the thermal equilibrium energy corresponds to temperature Tn, such
that En = hHiTn is the expectation value of the Hamiltonian at the single eigenstate
jEni. Imagine the full system is in this eigenstate, thus





where r(n)S is the state of the subsystem S. Based on the ETH, sub-system S is at
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The ETH can provide a new set of ensembles in quantum statistical mechanics,
namely the single-eigenstate ensemble, that each contains of a single eigenstate of
the full system Hamiltonian. When ETH holds then these ensembles all give the
correct thermal equilibrium characteristic of the subsystem. To describe this clearly,
consider a typical pure state, when it is restricted to a small subsystem, is well ap-
proximated by the microcanonical ensemble [19, 20, 21, 22]. In other words, for a
system contains of a sufficiently small subsystem S and its complement S¯, for any
random pure state Y from an energy shell (E, E+DE)
jYi =å
a
EnjEni, En 2 (E, E+DE), (1.17)
the corresponding reduced density matrix r(S)Y = TrSjYihYj can be considered mi-
crocanonical with some approximation[22]. Now in the limit of very small energy
window DE ! 0, this microcanoical ensemble reduces to a microcanonical ensem-
ble which consisting only one eigenstate and therefore single-eigenstate ensemble
and consquently we have Eq. (1.16).
1.2.6 Anderson localization
The study of the conductance of electrons is at the very heart of condensed-matter
physics. The classical Drude theory of electronic conductivity is based on the idea
of free electrons scattered by positive ions in metal lattice sites. A key concept in this
description is the mean free path, i.e., the average length an electron travels before
it collides with an ion. According to classical theory, the electronic conductivity
should be directly proportional to the mean free path, which experiment has shown
is large in metal (around 100 nm). This means that the mean free path can be several
orders of magnitude larger than the lattice constant.
Physicists had to wait for the discovery of quantum mechanics to understand
why electrons apparently do not scatter from ions that occupy regular lattice sites:
the wave character of an electron causes the electron to diffract from an ideal crystal.
Resistance appears only when electrons scatter from imperfections (disorder) in the
crystal. With the quantum mechanical revision, the Drude model can still be used,
but in the new picture an electron is considered as zigzagging between impurities
or disorder. The stronger the disorder, the smaller the mean free path and the lower
the conductivity. Increasing the disorder in a metal will eventually turn it to an insu-
lator in which the extended states of a metal become localized and the conductivity
vanishes. This will lead to the phenomena of disorder-induced spatial localization
of electrons or Anderson localization[23].
In 1958, Anderson considered the behaviour of electrons in a dirty crystal. This
is the quantum mechanical analogue of a random walk in a random environment.
Random potential produced by disorder in a lattice of correlated electrons can lead
to localization of electrons by disorder. The phenomena of Anderson localization
can be considered as one of the most fundamental disorder-related phenomenon.
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Fig. 1.3 explains the pictural representation of the phenomena of Anderson localiza-
tion.
FIGURE 1.3: pictural representation of the Anderson Localization: lo-
calization length x and mean free path `.
Anderson considered the tight-binding approximation inwhich the electrons can
hop between atoms (lattice sites), and these electrons are subject to an external ran-
dom potential which models the random environment. As a consequence, in strong
enough disorder, such a system should lose all its conductivity properties and be-
come an insulator. This means that electrons in such a system are trapped due to
existence of disorder which is in contrast to the behaviour in ideal crystals which
are conductors.
As wementioned above, the model that explain Anderson localization, is a tight-
binding model of a single quantum particle (electron) hopping on an infinite lattice









where Ui is a static random onsite potential, t is the hopping parameter between
nearest-neighbor sites. c†i is creation operator for the particle at site i. For weak-
disorder, the eigenstate of this Hamiltonian can be extended over all the sites and
particle shows diffusive dynamics. For strong eough disorder, the particle’s wave-
function get localized and it will be characterize by an exponentially decaying func-
tion as
jya(~r)j  exp(j~r ~raj/x) (1.19)
where x is the localization length which is dependent on the disorder strength and
the energy. This means that the state of a of the particle is localized around the
position~ra. In other words the electronic wave function y(~r) will have interference
with itself such that it will be confined to a small part of the solid and subsequentally
the state of the matter is an insulator and does not conduct. In one dimension an
arbitrary weak disorder localizes all states[10].
The phenomenta of the Anderson localization can manifest in different systems
of correlated fermions. For instance in the Falicov-Kimball model which explains a
system of heavy-fermion compounds where the f -electrons hybridize with the con-
duction electrons. The effective masses of the resulting quasiparticles can reach a
thousand times the mass of the bare electron and due to this reason the f -electrons
can be seen as frozen particles which don’t have any dynamics and random distri-
bution of them can produce a random potential for the c-electrons and the result can
be localization of the c-electrons.
1.2.7 Many-body localization
For an isolated quantum system, Anderson localization in the presence of the inter-
action among particles (electron-electron interaction) will reach to the phenomena
of Many-Body Localization(MBL)[11], i.e., one can look at it as an extension of sin-
gle particle Anderson localization to interacting systems. In other words, MBL is a
phenomena which arises from presence of both disorder and iteractions among con-
stitued particles. The interplay between these two key ingredients addresses several
fundamental questions on how a quantum system thermalizes or fails to. It is of very
fundamental interest to both many-body quantum physics and statistical mechan-
ics. MBL transition is a quantum phase transition between a localized and extended
(ergodic) phase which happens at nonzero temperatures. It is a quantum glass tran-
sition where equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics breaks down. In the local-
ized phase the system fails to thermally equilibrate[24]. Recent experiements on
ultra-cold atoms and trapped ions enable physicists to investigate experimentally
the non-equilibrium dynamics.
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In this thesis we are interested in MBL in the context of spin models which is
more simple. Similar the more familiar ground-state quantum phase transitions,
this transition is a sharp change in the properties of themany-body eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian[24, 25, 26]. The distinctions between the two phases all are due to dif-
ferences in the properties of the many-body eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, which
of course enter in determining the dynamics of the isolated system. In the ergodic
phase, the many-body eigenstates are thermal. This means the isolated quantum
system can relax to thermal equilibrium under the dynamics due to its Hamilto-
nian. In the thermodynamic limit (L ! ¥), the system thus successfully serves as
its own heat bath in the ergodic phase. In a thermal eigenstate, the reduced density
operator of a finite subsystem converges to the equilibrium thermal distribution for
L! ¥. Thus the entanglement entropy between a finite subsystem and the remain-
der of the system is, for L ! ¥, the thermal equilibrium entropy of the subsystem.
At nonzero temperature, this entanglement entropy is extensive, proportional to the
number of degrees of freedom in the subsystem. In the many-body localized phase
, on the other hand, the many-body eigenstates are not thermal[11], i.e., ETH is
false in the localized phase[27, 17, 18, 28]. Thus in the localized phase, the isolated
quantum system does not relax to thermal equilibrium under the dynamics of its
Hamiltonian. The infinite system fails to be a heat bath that can equilibrate itself.
It is a glass whose local configurations at all times are set by the initial conditions.
In the present thesis we are interested in the localized side of the transition where
it hosts MBL spin-glass phase. In the recent years there have been many studies on
MBL phase transition in both side of the transition. We can summarize both sides of
the transition in the table 1.2.
1.3 Entanglement
One of the central principles of quantum mechanics is entanglement. During last
years, Entanglement plays a central role in quantum many-body theory. Exotic
quantum phases such as spin liquids [29, 30], topological [31, 32], or many-body
localized systems [33, 34, 35, 36] find their characterization in their entanglement
properties. Moreover, quantum phase transitions are signaled by a universal en-
tanglement contribution determined solely by the universality class of the transi-
tion [2, 37, 38, 39, 40]. This can be used to detect quantum phase transitions without
prior knowledge on the nature of the transition [41], e.g., the order parameter, since
entanglement is a general system-independent quantity. In the ongoing efforts to
characterize quantum many-body systems via their entanglement properties, the
entanglement entropy, measuring the entanglement between a subsystem and its
remainder, is taking over a key role. However, a major limitation of the entangle-
ment entropy is that it is a valid entanglement measure only for pure states. This is
a particular challenge in view of experiments where thermal excitations or other im-
perfections leading to mixed states are generally unavoidable. Nevertheless, recent
works on quantum simulators have demonstrated that entanglement in quantum
many-body systems can be accessible in experiments. In systems of trapped ions,
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TABLE 1.2: properties of the two phase, i.e., ergodic or thermal and
MBL phase[26].
Ergodic phase MBL phase
Memory of initial conditions hidden
in global operators at long times
Some memory of local initial conditions





even at infinite temperature
Entanglement spreads fast S(t) µ t Entanglement spreads,but slowly S(t) µ log(t)
Ergodic states MBL states
Follow ETH Violate statistical Mechanics
Observables are the same
within the same energy shell
Observables differ from
eigenstate to eigenstate
Random matrix statistics Integrable (Poisson) statistics
Eigenstates occupy all configuration
space No delocalization
Entanglement entropy of eigenstates
is extensive, i.e., Volume Law for
entanglement
Area law for entanglement
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full-state tomography provides access to various entanglement measures [42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47]. In ultra-cold atoms it is possible to measure Renyi entropies [48] as also
demonstrated in experiments [49, 50]. Recent theoretical works have outlined new
approaches for measuring entanglement using unitary n-designs [51, 52] or machine
learning techniques [53].
1.4 Outline of the thesis
In this thesis we deal with the phenomena that we have mentioned above. We aim
to address different problems and study them in some special cases using different
numerical techniques. For such a systems, analytical solutions only exist for very
special setups or weak and strong coupling limits. Semi-analytical infinite partial
summation techniques [54] can be applied but are in general uncontrolled. Approx-
imate numerical approaches are known to yield inaccurate critical behavior in two
and three dimensions [55, 56]. Therefore, large-scale numerical efforts, e.g., diag-
onalization, lattice quantum Monte Carlo, large diagrammatic simulations, tensor
network methods(DMRG, TEBD, MERA,...) or machine learning techniques are re-
quired to lead us to a better understanding of these models[57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64].
The structure of present thesis is as follows: in chapter 2 we introduce the nu-
merical techniques that we have used in the thesis for different problems. It starts
with a brief introduction to Exact diagonalizationmethods. Afterwards we introduce
our lattice monte carlo method based on metropolis algororithm to sample the dif-
ferent configurations in a lattice of fermionic systems and in last part of the chapter
2, we introduce the TEBD algorithm for spin chains based on matrix product states
representation for both pure and mixed state (nonzero temperatures).
In chapter 3, we ain to study a heavy fermionic system and especially investigate
the interplay between frozen f -electrons and conduction c-electrons. For this we re-
visit the phase diagram of finite temperature phase diagram of the two-dimensional
Falicov-Kimball model at half-filling using state-of-the-art Lattice Monte Carlo tech-
niques. We show that this model at particle-hole symmetry possesses three distinct
thermodynamic insulating phases and exhibits Anderson localization. The previ-
ously reported metallic phase is identified as a finite-size feature due to the pres-
ence of weak localization. We characterize these phases by their electronic density
of states, staggered occupation, conductivity, and the generalized inverse participa-
tion ratio. The implications of our findings for other strongly correlated systems
will be discussed.
In chapter 4, we aim to map out the spatial entanglement structure of a low-
dimensional quantum system, the transverse-field Ising chain, both in the ground
state and in thermal states using Time-Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD). For this
purpose we use the logarithmic negativity in order to obtain information about the
spatial entanglement structure of two disjoint blocks of identical size `. We show
that for any fixed size ` of the two blocks there exists an entanglement threshold
at a distance d beyond which the logarithmic negativity vanishes identically and
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the two blocks become unentangled. This holds remarkably across the whole phase
diagram of the system including also the quantum critical point where the system
exhibits long-ranged quantum correlations. We study this entanglement threshod
d as a function of the system parameters and temperatures.
In chapter 5, we study a specific phase inside MBL regime called MBL spin-glass
phase which is challenging to detect dynamically and therefore experimentally. Us-
ing two-point reduced density matrices, we construct an eigenstate spin-glass order
parameter to detect the MBL spin-glass order. We find that this eigenstate spin-glass
order parameter captures spin-glass phases in random Ising chains both in many-






The aim of this chapter is to provide an introduction to methods and techniques
used in the numerical solution of the problems that interest us.
2.1 Exact diagonalization
The phrase exact diagonalization (ED) is a broader term and generally refers to
methods which construct the basis of a given system explicitly. While the actual
form of this basis can vary between methods the general scheme is to set up the
Hamiltonian of the system under study explicitly and carry out calculations. In this
thesis we use ED to solve the systems composed of spins on a 1D chain. In particular
we use ED to compute the the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian of
interest.
Two models that are frequently used as spin systems, are the XXZ model and
Transverse field Ising Model. Both describe system of spins where each spin inter-
acts with other spins through coupling coefficients that can be nearest-neighbor or























where Jz is the nearest-neighbour coupling and hx is the transverse field and Jx is
the coupling in the x-direction which when it has nonzero value, makes the model
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where J is the coupling and D is the anisotropy parameter. For D = 1.0, Eq. 2.3






The size of Hilbert space asscociated to each Hamiltonian is D = dL local Hilbert
space has the dimension d = 2 refers to the direction of each spin, i.e., si = j"i or j#i
in the sz basis. Note that the basis fj"i , j#ig also called computational basis. The
task of diagonalization of the Hamiltonian becomes to write down the Hamiltonian
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= hs1, . . . , si, . . . sLj Hˆ
s01, . . . , s0i , . . . s0L (2.5)
For this, one should compute each part of the Hamiltonian accurately such that it
captures the effect of each site i in the Hamiltonian. For that we need to know the
matrix representation of each pauli spin operator Sn=x,y,zi at each site i. The matrix




i = I2 




 . . .
 I2| {z }
dLdL
. (2.6)
This means the Hilbert space of a many-particle system is given by the tensor prod-
uct of the single-particle Hilbert spaces. By using relation 2.6, we can construct the
Hamiltonian matrix of the system, Eq. 2.5, and access its eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors.
2.2 Lattice Monte Carlo Method
TheMonte Carlo method was first developed at Los Alamos during theWWII Man-
hattan project for the purposes of modeling neutron trajectories during fission. Since
that time, the Monte Carlo method has undergone enormous developments and has
been numerously applied in virtually every area of science and engineering. Intrin-
sically as a computationally very demanding method, the Monte Carlo method has
naturally become more popular as computers have become faster, less expensive
and more accessible.
Originally Lattice Monte Carlo (LMC) was developed for addressing multi-scale
phenomenological diffusion problems [65, 66]. In this LMCmethod, the phenomeno-
logical diffusion problem is mapped onto a simple cubic (usually) lattice which is
then explored by virtual particles. Depending on the physics of the problem con-
sidered, the virtual particles correspond to a fixed amount of matter (mass diffusion
analysis), thermal energy (thermal diffusion analysis) or even elastic deformation
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energy (elastic analysis)[67]. In the LMC method, geometries are discretized as lat-
tice models. In principle, any topology of lattice can be chosen, for reasons of sim-
plicity normally a primitive cubic arrangement is selected.
Aim of this section is to have a brief overview on the LMC method for the
Falikov-Kimball Model (FKM) which will be focused in details in chapter 3. Our
LMC method is based on classical Monte Carlo or more specifically Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method which was invented soon after ordinary Monte
Carlo at Los Alamos and consequently using the Metropolis algorithm to sample
all configurations which the lattice can possess.
2.2.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Before we explain (MCMC), lets have a short overview on Markov chains.
Markov Chains
A sequence X1,X2, . . . of random elements of some set is a Markov chain if the con-
ditional distribution of Xt+1 given X1, . . . ,Xt, only depends on Xt. The set in which
the Xt take values is called the state space of the Markov chain and follows an evo-
lution law. Note that the index t can be viewed as a kind of discrete time.
People introduced to Markov chains through a typical course on stochastic pro-
cesses have usually only seen examples where the state space is finite or countable.
If the state space is finite, written fx1, . . . , xng, then the initial distribution can be
associated with a vector l = (l1, . . . ,ln) defined by
Pt(xi) = P(Xt = xi) = li, i = 1, . . . , t, (2.7)
as the probability to find the value Xt for the random variable in the Markov chain
at "time" t.
The transition probabilities can be associated with a matrix P having elements
pij and 0  pi,j  1, defined by




P(xi ! xj) = 1,
note that the sum can be replaced by an integral if the variables are continuous.
Now one must have
Pt+1(xj) =å
xi
Pt(xi)P(Xt+1 = xj j Xt = xi) (2.9)
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A Markov chain has stationary transition probabilities (detailed balance condition)
if the conditional distribution of Xt+1 given Xt does not depend on t.
Pt(xj)P(Xt+1 = xi j Xt = xj) = Pt(xi)P(Xt+1 = xj j Xt = xi) (2.10)
This condition expresses the fact that in the evolution the flow of probability
going from xi to xj is compensated by the opposite flow. This let us expect that a
steady state can easily be reached by such Markov chains. This is the main kind of
Markov chain of interest inMCMC. Sowewill restrict to this kind of class ofMarkov
chains.
Metropolis Algorithm
In 1953, Metropolis and colleagues (including Edward Teller) simulated a liquid in
equilibrium with its gas phase. The obvious way to find out about the thermody-
namic equilibrium is to simulate the dynamics of the system, and let it run until it
reaches equilibrium. They realized that they did not need to simulate the exact dy-
namics; they only needed to simulate some Markov chain having the same equilib-
rium distribution. Simulations following the scheme of Metropolis et al. (1953) are
said to use the Metropolis algorithm. As computers became more widely available,
the Metropolis algorithm was widely used by chemists and physicists. A gener-
alized form of the Metropolis algorithm, called the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm
which uses the Gibbs sampler to sample each configuration of the system depend-
ing on the system parameters. For the FKM we use Metropolis–Hastings algorithm
and sample its configurations by Gibbs sampler.
2.2.2 Lattice Monte Carlo for Falikov-Kimball Model
FKM is a system of correlated electrons which describes the interplay between two
types of electrons: conduction c-electrons and the f -electrons which are fixed and
localized particles, distributed over the lattice and form a specific configuration. We
consider FKM in a square lattice. Depending on whether the site i in the lattice is
occupied or not, the associated occupation number ni, f is 1 or 0 respectively, see
Fig. 3.2 and Sec. 3.2 for more details. This feature of f -electrons provides the necce-
sary conditions to use MCMC. We can update the configuration of the system from
one to another by only changing the ni, f in each site i in the lattice. therefore one
can apply the Metropolis algorithm on the FKM by using Gibbs sampling for each
configuration.
For applying the Metropolis algorithm to FKM, let us for example calculate the
expectation value of the Hermitian operator (observable) O from the model. If we
want to calculate this expectation value, i.e., hOi, exactly, we must sum over 2LL
different configurations. Computationally, this process costs huge time and is al-
most impossible. With the metropolis algorithm we can just construct a Markov
chain based on the model and sample each configuration and let the model to wan-
der around reasonable numbers of configuration.
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We denote the statistical weight associated to each configuration as W(fn f g)
which corresponds to the probablity of system being at specific configuration fn f g.
By knowingW(fn f g), one can apply metropolis algorithm as follow
1. Initialize model in configuration fn f g, this configuration has the statistical
weightW(fn f g).
2. Pick a site i randomly and propose a move by flipping its occupation num-
ber ni, f from 0 to 1 or vice versa and call this new configuration fn0f g with
statistical weightW(fn0f g).
3. Now the process of accepting or rejecting of this movement is as follow:
 if P = W(fn
0
f g)
W(fn f g)  1, accept the move and the system transits to a new
configuration fn0f g
 if P = W(fn
0
f g)
W(fn f g) < 1 then select a random number 0  r  1 and if P  r
we accept the move, otherwise not.
4. if it is required to reduce the correlation between configurations, repeat steps
2 and 3.
5. Calculate the value of the observableO for possessed configuration which can
be either fn f g or fn0f g.
6. Repeat 2 to 5.
One has to repeate the above steps until the system reaches the equilibrium distri-
bution and the intended observable hOi converges to its final value.
2.2.3 Error analysis and estimators
After N Monte Carlo cycle (Metropolis algorithm) we have N measurements of ob-
servableOwhich can be expressed as time series of Nmeasurements of a observable
O. At this point one can introduce the concept of estimator for the expectation value
hOi to estimate this quantity as physical output ofMonte Carlo simulation, therefore








We should be aware about the difference between hOiwhich is an ordinary number
and O¯ is a fluctuating number with variance
s2O¯ = h[O¯  hOi]2i = hO¯2i   hO¯i2 (2.12)
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Depending on the measurements that we do, we have two type of measurements:
uncorrelated and correlatedmeasurements.
Uncorrelated measurements
When there is no correlations between the measurements or in other words, the




where s2Oj = hO2j i   hOji2 is the variance for single measurement. Note that this
quantity becomes important when it refers to physical quantities. For example if
one considerO as mean energy then this variance for single measurement would be
specific heat Cv.
Correlated measurements
One should also consider the correlation between measurements by an additional
factor which comes from it






























that is written as naive variance multiply by factor (1 + 2tO)/N which includes
auto-correlation time which has definition as
tO =
åNk=1(hOiOi+ki   hOiihOii)
hO2i i   hOiihOii
(2.16)
and its asymptotic behavior when k! ¥ will be
tO ! ae k/t (2.17)
where t is exponential auto-correlation time and in general tO 6= t.
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FIGURE 2.1: Binning analysis. Each row represents the datas at each
binning length l




In the binning analysis1 one divides the N data to N2 blocks such that each block
includes 2 datas point then average on each block , number of N2 data will be pro-























1Note that there are other error analysises that we don’t describe here, for example Jacknife anal-
ysis
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2.3 Tensor Networks Methods
What makes quantum mechanics fundamentally different from classical physics is
the different nature of the states: whereas they are points in phase space in classi-
cal physics, they are rays in Hilbert space in quantum mechanics. Tensor network
methods have become very popular during last years to simulate strongly correlated
systems. One of the famous example of these methods is Density Matrix Renormal-
ization Groups (DMRG). In this part of the thesis, we give a short introduction to
those methods that we have used in the thesis. Here we explain Matrix Product
States representation, Time-Evolving Block Decimation and finite temperature Ma-
trix Product States representation.
2.3.1 Matrix Product States
Consider an arbitrary quantum system composed of L local Hilbert space fsig each
of dimension d. This for example can be interacting spin-
1
2
where the local states
are j"i , j#i and d = 2. For one-dimensional chain with sites 1 through to L, its pure
states are then defined on the Ld-dimensional Hilbert space
H = 
Li=1Hi, (2.22)




cs1,...,si,...,sL js1 . . . si . . . sLi (2.23)
To be efficinet we use often abbreviation fsg = s1, . . . si, . . . sL. The usual problem
of numerical simulations is that the number of state coefficients cfsg grows expo-
nentially with system size L.
Matrix Product states (MPS) is a clever way to represent a quantum state jyi
systematically. Using singular value decomposition to decompose the coefficient
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aL js1 . . . si . . . sLi, (2.25)
where the si’s are physical and a’s are auxiliary indices. Each G
si
ai 1,ai is a rank-
3 tensor, which therefore depends on the local state jsii. Note that indices ai 1
and ai refer to the bond dimension on site i and sums over them run from 1 to its
maximum value at each bond, cmax with a0 = aL = 1. cmax either can be chosen to
be fixed during the calculations or one can let to changed dynamically based how
many states are considered to be kept. Each l[i]ai is a vector of size ai that contains
the singular values at bond i. They contain information related to entanglement
spectrum. In Eq. 2.24, the coefficient cfsg is written as sum over product of local
tensors Gsi and local vectors l[i]. For an infinite chain all Gsiai 1,ai ’s and l
[i]
ai ’s are the
same through the chain. Note that any quantum state can be represented as an
MPS, although the representation may be numerically inefficient. Nevertheless, it is
therefore a mathematical structure of general interest.





Ts1a1 . . . T
si
ai 1,ai . . . T
sL
aL 1 js1 . . . si . . . sLi, (2.26)




ai and they obey the right-canonical condition
å
si
TsiTsi† = I, (2.27)
and Tsiai 1,ai are called right-normalized tensors.
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FIGURE 2.2: MPS form for a pure state jyi.
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2.3.2 Time-Evolving Block Decimation
Traditionally, the exposition of DMRG starts with explaining the ground state al-
gorithm, DMRG proper, which for a given Hamiltonian H looks for its ground
state within MPS representation. This reflects the historical course of events: time-
dependent DMRG [4–6, 8] (with the variants of TEBD and tMPS, but this is all very
much the same) was invented later on after ground state DMRG. In this thesis we
use Time-Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD) algorithm to access both ground state
and real time evolved state of the given Hamiltonin H using imaginary and real
time evolution repectively.
The TEBD is an algorithm that generates efficiently an approximation to the time
evolution of a one-dimensional system subject, in this thesis, to a nearest-neighbor
Hamiltonian. TEBD is essentially a combination of an MPS description for a one-
dimensional quantum system and an algorithm that applies two-site gates that are
necessary to implement a Suzuki-Trotter time evolution. We restrict our attention
to time-independent HamiltoniansH; this captures a large number of the problems
encountered in practice. As all more important time-evolution schemes currently in
use consider small ("infinitesimal") time steps, time-dependent Hamiltonians can be
modeled by a sequence of Hamiltonians that change after each small time step.
Real-Time Evolution
Assume we have an initial state jy(0)i in MPS form; such a state can be constructed
by hand (in simple cases like a Néel state, which is just a D = 1 MPS) or is obtained
by some other MPS calculation, e.g., as the ground state of some (other) Hamilto-
nian (otherwise there would be no non-trivial dynamics) – this is the typical setup
in ultra cold atom experiments where nonequilibrium dynamics is generated by
Hamiltonian quenches, i.e., abrupt changes in Hamiltonian parameters. In the case
of coherent evolution, the state at time t is given by
jy(t)i = U(t) jy(0)i = e iHt jy(0)i (2.28)
Imaginary-Time Evolution
To calculate the ground state of a given Hamiltonian using TEBD, one can use imgi-
nary time evolution. Quite generally, starting from a random state jyi = ån cn jni,
with eigenstatesH jni = En jni , with E0  E1  E2  . . ., then we have
jyGSi = lim
t!¥U(t) jyi = limt!¥ e







e t(En E0)cn jni) = lim
t!¥ e
 tE0c0 j0i, (2.29)
where t represents an imaginary time.
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Suzuki-Trotter Decomposition
The Hamiltonian that we are working with, have the nearest-neighbor structure.
This leads to the fact the total Hamiltonian can be split into two terms Heven and
Hodd called bond operators, each are the sum over all even and odd (respectively)
terms of the Hamiltonian. They commute if they do not share a site.







where hi,i+1 are the bond operator at site i. Note that all terms within Heven (Hodd)
commute with each other, incurring no error while applying an operator of the form
exp(aHeven) (exp(aHodd)) and (a 2 C). The corresponding time evolution operators
read as











The TEBD algorithm relies on the Suzuki-Trotter decomposition[68] of the time-
evolution operator U(t), for this one first needs to decompose theU(t) into N small
time steps dt, i.e., U(t) = [U(dt = t/N)]N where N is a large enough that the time
interval dt = t/N is small compared to any internal time scale of the system.

























After using Suzuki-Trotter decomposition, to evolve the state from t to t + dt, one
needs to apply each gate Ui(dt) succeively on all sites. For that one needs to use the
tensor representation of Ui(dt) at each time step. In other words, due to the nature










= hsi, si+1jUi(dt)js0i , s0i+1i (2.34)
After this, one can apply this operator locally on sites i and i + 1 in the MPS form
and proceed further. The pictural representation of the second-order Suzuki-Trotter
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FIGURE 2.3: TEBD algorithm. Second order Suzuki-Trotter has been
used. It includes three applications of the gates. First and third evolv-
ing is for odd sites with time step dt/2 and in themiddle time evolution
of even sites with time step dt
decomposition to evolve the state of the system from jy(t)i to jy(t+ dt)i is shown
in Fig. 2.3.
Sources of error in Time-Evolving Block Decimation
During a TEBD simulation, the two main error sources are the Trotter and the trun-
cation error.
A decomposition to order p introduces an error of order edt = (dt)p+1. The
error incurred in one time step in general scales linearly with the system size L.
This is due to the commutator relations occurring in the error term of the Suzuki-
Trotter decomposition as can be seen when applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff
formula. Since the number of time steps taken is the total time t divided by the
number of time steps t/dt, the total Trotter error is of order O((dt)pLt)[69, 70].
The second considered error source is the truncation error. It originates from the
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truncation of the Schmidt values during the application of a two-site gate. Employ-
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= jytrunci+ jydiscardi ,
(2.35)
where the left sum until cmax denotes the kept part jytrunci and the right sum start-
ing from cmax + 1 denotes the discarded part jydiscardi. Due to the fact that
yL andyR are mutually orthogonal then one can infer that the discarded part is orthogo-





l2i = 1  w, (2.36)






Thus during the renormalizing jytrunci we pick up a factor of 1/(1  w). After
nt truncations we are off by a factor of order (1  w)nt . For a chain of size L after
total time t with time step dt number of truncation will be nt  (L  1)t
dt
and thus
the truncation error is









Thus we end up with a careful balancing of the two errors, depending on the size of
the time step dt. For smaller dt we have a smaller truncation error. Yet this requires
more truncations due to the larger number of time steps taken and thus in a larger
truncation error.
2.3.3 Finite Temperature Matrix Product States
So far we explained the MPS formalism for pure states. If one considers the scenario
for thermal (mixed) states we can not use the same formalism for them. The aim of
this part is to describe the situation for the thermal states. Strongly correlated quan-
tum many-body systems at finite temperatures can be simulated by matrix product
purifications. This means one needs to purify the thermal density matrix of a many
body system using auxiliary degrees of freedom. This can be done by partial trace
over a pure state jYTi living in an enlarged Hilbert space where auxiliary degrees
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of freedom fs¯1 . . . s¯i . . . s¯Lg 2 Q of spin-12 for each lattice site in the MPS representa-









(jsi =", s¯i =#i   jsi =#, s¯i ="i) , (2.40)












the thermal state jybi can be obtained from jyb=0i with imaginary time evolution,
jybi = e bH/2jyb=0i. (2.42)
In this way one can compute the thermal density matrix by tracing out the auxiliary
degrees of freedom as rb = TrQjybihybj. The MPS representation of thermal states
can be constructed as for pure states but with an extra index s¯i for auxiliary Hilbert





Ts1s¯1a1 . . . T
sis¯i
ai 1,ai . . .
. . . TsLs¯LaL 1 js1s¯1 . . . sis¯i . . . sLs¯Li, (2.43)
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<latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEqC G2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD3 zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhHhO UKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEqC G2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD3 zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhHhO UKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEqC G2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD3 zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhHhO UKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEqC G2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD3 zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhHhO UKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit>
↵i
<latexit sha1_base64="MDzR1ons9qUy8ZFAUl1 vopHRAWk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePC ji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmKPNpIhLVCVEzwSXzDTe CdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mEnKghiHkkecorFSp4ciHWGf96s1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1+9QUKzmElD BWrd9dzUBDkqw6lg00ov0yxFOsYh61oqMWY6yOf3TsmZVQYkSpQtachc/T2RY6z1JA5tZ4xmpJe9mfif1 81MdB3kXKaZYZIuFkWZICYhs+fJgCtGjZhYglRxeyuhI1RIjY2oYkPwll9eJa2LuufWvfvLWuOmiKMMJ3 AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwUBz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPwnAj/Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MDzR1ons9qUy8ZFAUl1 vopHRAWk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePC ji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmKPNpIhLVCVEzwSXzDTe CdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mEnKghiHkkecorFSp4ciHWGf96s1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1+9QUKzmElD BWrd9dzUBDkqw6lg00ov0yxFOsYh61oqMWY6yOf3TsmZVQYkSpQtachc/T2RY6z1JA5tZ4xmpJe9mfif1 81MdB3kXKaZYZIuFkWZICYhs+fJgCtGjZhYglRxeyuhI1RIjY2oYkPwll9eJa2LuufWvfvLWuOmiKMMJ3 AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwUBz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPwnAj/Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MDzR1ons9qUy8ZFAUl1 vopHRAWk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePC ji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmKPNpIhLVCVEzwSXzDTe CdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mEnKghiHkkecorFSp4ciHWGf96s1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1+9QUKzmElD BWrd9dzUBDkqw6lg00ov0yxFOsYh61oqMWY6yOf3TsmZVQYkSpQtachc/T2RY6z1JA5tZ4xmpJe9mfif1 81MdB3kXKaZYZIuFkWZICYhs+fJgCtGjZhYglRxeyuhI1RIjY2oYkPwll9eJa2LuufWvfvLWuOmiKMMJ3 AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwUBz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPwnAj/Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MDzR1ons9qUy8ZFAUl1 vopHRAWk=">AAAB73icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cKpi20oUy2m3bpZhN3N0IJ/RNePC ji1b/jzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujet+O6W19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjU0kmmKPNpIhLVCVEzwSXzDTe CdVLFMA4Fa4fj25nffmJK80Q+mEnKghiHkkecorFSp4ciHWGf96s1t+7OQVaJV5AaFGj2q1+9QUKzmElD BWrd9dzUBDkqw6lg00ov0yxFOsYh61oqMWY6yOf3TsmZVQYkSpQtachc/T2RY6z1JA5tZ4xmpJe9mfif1 81MdB3kXKaZYZIuFkWZICYhs+fJgCtGjZhYglRxeyuhI1RIjY2oYkPwll9eJa2LuufWvfvLWuOmiKMMJ3 AK5+DBFTTgDprgAwUBz/AKb86j8+K8Ox+L1pJTzBzDHzifPwnAj/Q=</latexit>
↵i 1
<latexit sha1_base64= "6JSAyQdsBoYBkBFh5DHGfs+evK4=">AAAB83icb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oQp lsN+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeL w3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZN MUdaiiUhUN0TNBJesZbgRrJsqhnEoWCcc3838zhN Tmify0UxSFsQ4lDziFI2VfB9FOsJ+zi+8ab9ac+vu HGSVeAWpQYFmv/rlDxKaxUwaKlDrnuemJshRGU4F m1b8TLMU6RiHrGepxJjpIJ/fPCVnVhmQKFG2pCFz9 fdEjrHWkzi0nTGakV72ZuJ/Xi8z0U2Qc5lmhkm6W BRlgpiEzAIgA64YNWJiCVLF7a2EjlAhNTamig3BW3 55lbQv655b9x6uao3bIo4ynMApnIMH19CAe2hCCy ik8Ayv8OZkzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCywJFy</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64= "6JSAyQdsBoYBkBFh5DHGfs+evK4=">AAAB83icb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oQp lsN+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeL w3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZN MUdaiiUhUN0TNBJesZbgRrJsqhnEoWCcc3838zhN Tmify0UxSFsQ4lDziFI2VfB9FOsJ+zi+8ab9ac+vu HGSVeAWpQYFmv/rlDxKaxUwaKlDrnuemJshRGU4F m1b8TLMU6RiHrGepxJjpIJ/fPCVnVhmQKFG2pCFz9 fdEjrHWkzi0nTGakV72ZuJ/Xi8z0U2Qc5lmhkm6W BRlgpiEzAIgA64YNWJiCVLF7a2EjlAhNTamig3BW3 55lbQv655b9x6uao3bIo4ynMApnIMH19CAe2hCCy ik8Ayv8OZkzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCywJFy</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64= "6JSAyQdsBoYBkBFh5DHGfs+evK4=">AAAB83icb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oQp lsN+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeL w3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZN MUdaiiUhUN0TNBJesZbgRrJsqhnEoWCcc3838zhN Tmify0UxSFsQ4lDziFI2VfB9FOsJ+zi+8ab9ac+vu HGSVeAWpQYFmv/rlDxKaxUwaKlDrnuemJshRGU4F m1b8TLMU6RiHrGepxJjpIJ/fPCVnVhmQKFG2pCFz9 fdEjrHWkzi0nTGakV72ZuJ/Xi8z0U2Qc5lmhkm6W BRlgpiEzAIgA64YNWJiCVLF7a2EjlAhNTamig3BW3 55lbQv655b9x6uao3bIo4ynMApnIMH19CAe2hCCy ik8Ayv8OZkzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCywJFy</l atexit><latexit sha1_base64= "6JSAyQdsBoYBkBFh5DHGfs+evK4=">AAAB83icb VBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBiyURQY9FLx4r2A9oQp lsN+3SzSbsboQS+je8eFDEq3/Gm//GbZuDtj4YeL w3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fCorZN MUdaiiUhUN0TNBJesZbgRrJsqhnEoWCcc3838zhN Tmify0UxSFsQ4lDziFI2VfB9FOsJ+zi+8ab9ac+vu HGSVeAWpQYFmv/rlDxKaxUwaKlDrnuemJshRGU4F m1b8TLMU6RiHrGepxJjpIJ/fPCVnVhmQKFG2pCFz9 fdEjrHWkzi0nTGakV72ZuJ/Xi8z0U2Qc5lmhkm6W BRlgpiEzAIgA64YNWJiCVLF7a2EjlAhNTamig3BW3 55lbQv655b9x6uao3bIo4ynMApnIMH19CAe2hCCy ik8Ayv8OZkzovz7nwsWktOMXMMf+B8/gCywJFy</l atexit>
 i
<latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit>
 ¯i
<latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit>
|  i
<latexit sh a1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcd lOZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAA B/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU 8HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAf kQtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8K zYWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcD jvRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b3 9gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82 hxmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTD SwKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzh KoB2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQG NHJghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+z NQJeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpB Aq5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgx SAwnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+C T2zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhk zikLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsX bczoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0Ggb tCg0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxt JEVbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39 ZqtzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7 kiV1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/ Ox7x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWD w==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcd lOZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAA B/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU 8HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAf kQtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8K zYWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcD jvRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b3 9gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82 hxmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTD SwKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzh KoB2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQG NHJghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+z NQJeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpB Aq5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgx SAwnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+C T2zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhk zikLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsX bczoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0Ggb tCg0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxt JEVbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39 ZqtzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7 kiV1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/ Ox7x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWD w==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcd lOZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAA B/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU 8HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAf kQtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8K zYWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcD jvRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b3 9gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82 hxmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTD SwKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzh KoB2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQG NHJghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+z NQJeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpB Aq5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgx SAwnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+C T2zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhk zikLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsX bczoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0Ggb tCg0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxt JEVbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39 ZqtzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7 kiV1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/ Ox7x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWD w==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcd lOZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAA B/3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU 8HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAf kQtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8K zYWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcD jvRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b3 9gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82 hxmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTD SwKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzh KoB2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQG NHJghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+z NQJeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpB Aq5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgx SAwnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+C T2zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhk zikLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsX bczoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0Ggb tCg0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxt JEVbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39 ZqtzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7 kiV1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/ Ox7x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWD w==</latexit>
FIGURE 2.4: MPS form for thermal state jyi with auxiliary degrees of
freedom s¯i.
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To cool down the system from b = 0 to the desired temperature b using imagi-
nary time evolution, one needs to evolve the physical indices si related to the each
site in the chain. In the real time evolution, then the auxiliary degrees of freedom
helps to minimize the growth of the entanglement by evolving them backward in
time[71]. yb(t) = UQ(t)U(t) yb(0) (2.44)
with UQ(t) = exp(+iH˜t) the time evolution operator backwrd in time for auxiliary
indecies Qwith H˜ = H(si ! s¯i) andU(t) = exp( iHt) as time evolution operator.
This helps to reach to longer time during time evolution and thus one can reduce




Interaction tuned Anderson versus
Mott Insulator
A Fermi liquid becomes unstable in the presence of strong disorder or Coulomb
repulsion. Although this has been known for a long time, the interplay of disorder
and electron-electron interaction near the metal-insulator transition is still at the
forefront of condensed matter research [72, 73]. This is at least in part due to the
lack of general techniques to tackle strong electron interactions in the presence of
disorder in higher-dimensional systems.
As is well known, a metal is a good electrical and thermal conductor, as defined
by a non-vanishing value of the DC conductivity. An insulator can therefore be
defined as a system for which this quantity vanishes.
In systems where the electron-electron interaction can be neglected, two types of
insulators, i.e. band insulators and Anderson insulators, can exist. In the presence
of interactions, the situation is richer, as e.g. Mott insulators, excitonic insulators, or
even Wigner crystals may form. Under the special condition of perfect nesting, an
ordered band insulator-like state is also possible as a result of an electronic phase
transition.
Following the seminal work of Basko et al. [73], the many-body localized state,
i.e. the insulating state that has its origin in the interplay of disorder and interaction,
has recently received increased attention [25, 74].
Typically, the term disorder is understood as being synonymous to quenched
disorder, e.g. when random variables are assumed not to evolve with time. The av-
erage over the disorder is taken to mimic the spatial self-averaging of the system.
This is in contrast to the annealed disorder where the disorder follows a thermal
distribution. When (quantum) dynamics is neglected the partition function of any
system can appear as that of an annealed disorder problem. In systems where a sep-
aration of time scales permits this neglect for the slow fields, occurrence of a local-
ization without explicit disorder may be possible [75, 76, 77, 78]. Only at sufficiently
high temperature, where every configuration carries essentially the same thermal
weight, the difference between quenched and annealed disorder is immaterial.
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3.1 Phase Diagram
In this chapter we revisit the finite temperature phase diagram of the two-dimensional
FKM at half-filling using state-of-the-art Lattice Monte Carlo techniques. The main
results are summarized in Fig. 3.1 that shows the phase diagram of the particle-hole
symmetric FKM in the interaction U - temperature T plane. By analyzing different
observables of the mobile electrons we found multiple different regions with quali-
tatively distinct properties:
 A charge density wave (CDW) at low temperatures
at high temperature:
 large U Mott-like insulator (MI) phase
 a non-interacting Fermi gas (FG) at U = 0
 a central result of the chapter, a region overlooked in previous studies [79]
where weak localization (WL) induces a finite-volume crossover between a
bad-metal (see below) and an Anderson-insulator (AI).
3.2 Falicov-Kimball Model
The Falicov-Kimball model (FKM) [80] is one of the simplest lattice models of in-
teracting electrons. It was originally developed to describe the metal-insulator tran-
sition in the context of f-electron systems and can be understood as a limiting case
of the Hubbard model where the dynamics of one of the spin-degenerate fermion
species is neglected. Thus, these fermions become immobile. Therefore, the par-
tition function of the FK model can be seen as one of annealed disorder of local
f -electron occupation numbers, allowing for the possibility to observe the Ander-
son localization in the absence of explicit disorder. At half-filling, the FK model
describes a charge-ordered state below some U-dependent transition temperature
Tc(U) at all non-vanishing values of the interaction strength U between localized
and itinerant electrons [81, 82, 79, 83]. This charge-ordered state is commonly re-
ferred to as a charge-density wave (CDW) state. Within the standard approach to
strongly correlated electron systems, i.e. the dynamical mean field theory (DMFT),
the resulting effective impurity action, associated with the FK model can be solved
exactly [84, 81, 85, 86, 87, 88]. For this reason, the FK model is often taken as a test
bed for DMFT approaches and its extensions [55, 89, 90].
3.2.1 Hamiltonian
FKM includes two type of electrons, localized and massive f electrons and itiner-
ant conduction c electrons which have local Coulmob interaction with each other,





















FIGURE 3.1: Phase diagram of the particle-hole symmetric FKmodel in
2d inU-T plane, obtained by latticeMonte-Carlo, consisting of different
phases: Fermi gas (FG) atU = 0, charge-density wave insulator (CDW)
at low temperature and all non-zero values of U. High temperature
phases: Anderson insulator (AI) at intermediate values of U crossing
over to a weakly localized (WL) at smaller U, Mott-like insulator (MI)
at large U. The points and lines show phase boundaries, the dashed
line indicates the first order phase transition between WL and CDW
phases. Inset: extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit.
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see Fig. 3.2. The Hamiltonian of FKM will read as:
Hˆ = HˆK + Hˆm + HˆV , (3.1)
where HˆK, Hˆm and HˆV stand for kinetic energy, chemical energy and potential en-
ergy respectively, and are defined as
HˆK =  tå
hi,ji
(c†i cj + h.c), (3.2)
Hˆm =  å
i





nˆc,inˆ f ,i, (3.4)
where
 i and j label the spatial sites of the lattice. hi, ji represents a pair of nearest-
neighbor sites in the lattice and indicates that the electrons only hopping to
nearest neighboring sites.
 the operators c†i and ci are the fermion creation and annihilation operators for
electrons located on the ith lattice site.
 the operators nˆi,c = c†i ci and nˆi, f = f †i fi are the number operators which count
the number of electrons on site i.
 t is the hopping parameter for the kinetic energy of the electrons, and is deter-
mined by the overlap of at wave functions on neigh-boring sites.
 U is the repulsive Coulomb interaction between electrons on the same lattice
site. The term Unˆc,inˆ f ,i represents an energy cost U for the site i to have two
electrons and describes a local repulsion between electrons.
 m is the chemical potential parameter which controls the electron numbers
(density).
Half-Filling case: We consider the case of half-filling band, where the number of
c-electrons is equal to f -electrons and their sum is equal to lattice sizes. For this we
set in the following we set mc = m f = m = U/2 corresponding to the half-filling
condition for both species.
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FIGURE 3.2: schematic of Falicov-Kimball Model at half-filling regime
for a random configuration for a 4 4 lattice.
3.2.2 Thermodynamic quantities
Because the f electrons are localized, one can write the FKM in a quadradic form
and derive an effective Hamiltonian for each configuration
fn f g
Hˆ =  m f å
i
f †i fi + ~C†(T   mcI +V)~C, (3.5)








1CCCA and ~C† =  cˆ†1, cˆ†2 ,    , cˆ†N
and I is the identity matrix, T =  tåhi,ji jiihjj and V = åi jiin f ,ihij.
Partition function
The partition function of the FKM reads

























which is written sum over all possible charge configurations. P[fn f g] is partition
function (statistical weight) of the specific charge configuration fn f g with
H[fn f g] = T   mc I +V[fn f g], (3.7)
Average energy
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The specific heat is given by
CV = b2 1V
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3.2.3 Correlation function- f 0s
For the f’s only the static charge susceptibility is non-zero and is given by









0).~q hnˆ~rnˆ~r0i , (3.11)
where~q and~r label the lattice points in momentum and real space respectively. The










ei~r.~q hnˆ~ri . (3.12)









For the square lattice, the ordering vector for a charge density wave1 is ~Q = [p,p]
(and thus ~Q =  ~Q) so all these quantities can be obtained from the MC history
of the observable nˆ~Q =
1p
V å~r ( 1)
r1+r2 nˆ~r with ~r = r1xˆ + r2yˆ. For a triangular
lattice, since the ordering vector, if it exists, is in general not known one will have to
compute c f (~q) for every~q.
1checkerboard pattern for f -electrons means the occupation in one site is either 0 or 1.
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Oˆ1 (t) Oˆ2 (0)

where the operators Oˆ1,2 can be written solely
in terms of c-electrons’s can be written as
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hO1 (t)O2 (0)i = 1ZTr
h




Z åfn f g
ebm f åi n f ,iTrc
h
e b~C










TtOˆ1 (t) Oˆ2 (0)

[fn f g] ,
(3.14)
where Trc is taken with respect to a quadratic Hamiltonian and Wick’s theorem ap-
plies inside the average.
Thus let us first consider the case of the Green’s function Oˆ1 = cˆi, Oˆ2 = cˆ†j , using
cˆi (t) = e






which is obtained by integrating the equations of motion for cˆ (t). Now for Green’s
function, we have
Gi,j (t) =  
D
cˆi (t) cˆ†j (0)
E
=   1









































and, by analytic continuation, for the spectral matrix we have
















w  H n f	 . (3.19)
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, or for a given frequency w by storing only the MC history of the
quantity åa
h/p
(w #a[fn fg])2+h2 with h ! 0
+ which is the width of the regularized
delta function.
3.2.5 Inverse Participation Ratio
To measure the degree of the localization for c-electrons, one can use the so-called





where j~ri’s are eigenvectros of the position operator xˆ j~ri = rx j~ri and yˆ j~ri = ry j~ri.
The IPR at a given frequency (for a system with no disorder) is thus given by
I (w) =
åa Ijaid (w  #a)
åa d (w  #a)
(3.22)
Averaging over the position of the f -electrons one has
I¯ (w) =
1
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3.2.6 Charge Stiffness
Definition










where the Em’s are the many-body eigen energies of the system and f is the total
flux inserted perpendicular to, say the xˆ direction, with periodic boundary condi-
tions and length Lx. The flux causes the hopping terms to change according to the
minimal coupling prescription: c†~r+xˆc~r ! ei
f
Lx c†~r+xˆc~r. D is also called Drude weight
and is related to the w = 0 component of the real part of optical conductivity
s0 (w) = 2pDd (w) + s0reg (w) (3.25)
D is supposed to be finite for a material that conducts current and should vanish
for an insulator. Note that the form Eq. 3.24 is the finite-temperature form of the
Drude weight.
For an Hamiltonian with time-reversal symmetry, D can be computed directly












The time reversal symmetry is needed in order to have ¶fEm

f=0 µ hYmj Jˆ jYmi = 0
where Jˆ is the current operator.































are the single particle eigenstates for a given configuration of
the f -electrons and using ¶f#a

f=0 = 0.
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Charge Stiffness for Falicov-Kimball Model







  haj Tˆx=0 jai+ 2 å
a0 6=a




where jai are the single-particle eigenstates with energies #a.
3.3 Towards a field theory description
In this part, we show how to map the FKM to the corresponing Ising model using
field theory descrptions for large U limits. We use formulation for coherent path
integral in appendix A to give this field theory descriptions.
Perturbation Theory for the Falicov-Kimball Model
For a fixed configuration of the f -electrons in the large U limit we want to treat
with kinetic term as small correction to the FKM Hamiltonian and consider it as
perturbation in the model. We can write equation 3.7 as2
H = H0 + Hp (3.31)
with H0 =  mc I +V and Hp = T.
3.3.1 Coherent path integral for Falicov-Kimball Model
We can write equation 3.5 as follow
H   mN =å
i,j
  mc +Un f ,i di,jc†i cj + å
hi,ji
c†i Tcj (3.32)
2there is also a constant term related to chemical potential of the f -electrons for each specific
configuration such that we can add to the Hamiltonian for each fixed configuration.
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now for the partition function we have
Z = Z0he 
R b
0 dt[åi,j y¯i(t)Tyj(t)]i0 (3.33)
lnZ = lnZ0 + lnhe 
R b
0 dt[åi,j y¯i(t)Tyj(t)]i0 (3.34)










lnZ = lnZ0 + Tr ln(1+ G0T) (3.36)





Here Z and Z0 have the same with P[fn f g] that we calculated from 3.6. and
lnZ0 = bm f å
r
n f ,r +å
r
ln[1+ e b( mc1+Un f ,r)] (3.38)
In The FKM (G0) 1 (bare green’s function) would be
G 10 (iwn) = (iwn + mc I  UV[fn f g]) (3.39)
First order term









G0(r)Trr = 0 (3.40)
because T has no diagonal element.
Second Order term
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with g0(z) = Õj
1





[g0(z)] f (zj) (3.43)
with Fermi-Dirac distribution function f (z) = 1
1+ebz .
When we do the integration there are 4 possibilities for occupation of the set of
fnr, f , nr+d, f g as follows
fnr, f = 0, nr+d, f = 0g
fnr, f = 1, nr+d, f = 0g
fnr, f = 1, nr+d, f = 1g
fnr, f = 0, nr+d, f = 1g
Then we should write the result of the integration as combination of x0 + x1(nr, f +
nr+d, f ) + x2(nr, fnr+d, f ) and by considering sum over each set of the fnr, f , nr+d, f gwe
can calculate coefficients x0, x1 and x2.

















(nr, f + nr+d, f )2 +   
(3.44)




(nr, f + nr+d, f )2 (3.45)
by using sr = 2(nr   12) we can map the FKM to the corresponding Ising model.
K2 =  12Tr(G0T)
2    b
2Uår,d
srsr+d (3.46)
In the above expression, in fact b2U = bJe f f and Je f f =
1
2U .
FromOnsager solution for 2D Ising model we know kTc = 2.265189J and we can





In the figure 3.4 there are different comparisons for different Je f f .
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FIGURE 3.4: transition temperature in comparison with numerical re-
sult (green curve with dot), the orange curve show the behavior of
f (U) = 1U and the dashed blue curve is the transition temperature cal-
culated from a perturbative approach for the FKM. Two other curves
are for comparison. as you can see from the figure at large U both
the numerical and perturbative approaches are in correspondence with
each other.
3.4 Details of the Phase diagram
In this section, we start by introducing every phase in the full phase diagram, see
Fig. 3.1, of the model at half-filling. Before we focus on each phase, let us to put
introduce necceary concepts such that we can give a clear description of each phase.
Fermi Gass (FG) At U = 0
The model describes a trivial Fermi gas with limw!0DOS(w) = const, illustrated
in Fig. 3.5(h). The real part of the conductivity s0(w) has unitary Drude weight, i.e.
s0(w) = Dd(w) with D = 1. Fig. 3.6(f) shows that for any finite temperature D = 0
for U > 0. As in the infinite dimensional case [92], this phase is unstable for any T.
Weak Localized/Anderson Insulator (WL/AI)
The is an interesting region overlooked in previous studies. The effect of the f -
electron averaging enters as a disorder potential for the c species and induces an
Anderson localization of the single particle eigenstates at low energies. Here, for
sufficiently small U and any finite L, the localization length becomes of the or-
der of the volume. In both regions we observe a finite DOS at zero energy, i.e.










































































FIGURE 3.5: a-c, DOS and d-f, IPR as a function of frequency w at U =
1, 3.5, 5.25, T = 0.15 and system sizes 162, 242, 322, 482. g, IPR and h,
DOS at w = 0 as a function of U at different temperatures and system
sizes. DOS(0) is independent of system size.
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limw!0DOS(w) 6= 0, see Fig. 3.5-(a,b). This is further corroborated by the results
presented in Fig. 3.5 (h), where we performed the binning of the DOS within a fixed
energy window around the Fermi level to avoid any ambiguity with the artificial
broadening of d-peaks. At T < 1 and 2  U  7, the DOS acquires temperature de-
pendence, which is attributed to non-local fluctuations due to proximity to the CDW
phase [89, 90]. The behavior of the IPR can be seen in Fig. 3.5-(d-f) to differ in the two
regimes: in theWL throughout the spectrumwe find IPR strongly dependent on the
system size, IPR(w) µ V 1, except at the band edges, signaling predominantly de-
localized states. In the AI region, on the other hand, we find IPR(w) µ V0 for w in
a finite window around zero, jwj < DME marking the localized region of the spec-
trum. The low-energy states are localized. With further increase of U this energy
window expands, while the density of localized states decreases and approaches
zero at the MI phase. Fig. 3.5 (g) shows that the IPR(0) as a function of U has a
V 1 scaling at small U and an approximate crossing point at larger U. This cross-
ing point is only weakly dependent on L2 and was used to extract the approximate
crossover line, shown in Fig. 3.1.
The conducting properties of WL/AI phase are studied in Fig. 3.6, which shows
the real part of the conductivity s0(w) as a function of w at T = 0.5. In the WL
region (Fig. 3.6 (a,b)), s0 is zero at w = 0, but the finite size scaling at small w and
L  48 implies that limw!0+ s0(w)! const. In the AI region (Fig. 3.6(c,d)), no such
scaling takes place, and s0(0) = 0. We observe s0(w) µ e DME/Ta(w) where DME
is the energy gap between the Fermi level and the energy of the first delocalized
state IPR(w . DME) µ V 1 and a is roughly linear with frequency at w ! 0. This
temperature dependence is therefore compatible with that for activated hopping
(Fig. 3.6e).
Mott Insulator (MI) At high temperatures and sufficiently large U
This Mott-like phase sets in where the c-electrons develop a charge gap, DOS(w =
0) = 0 for jwj < D, while charge order is absent, see Fig. 3.5(c). This phase is adia-
batically connected to the point t/U = 0 where D = U is the energy cost associated
with occupying a c-electron site with n f ,r = 1.
Charge Density Wave (CDW)
For any non-zero interaction U 6= 0 spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place as
temperature is lowered below TCDW leading to a long-range checkerboard-ordered
phase, see Ref. [79] and Table 3.1. This phase is characterized by a zero-temperature
gap around w = 0, i.e. DOS(w, T ! 0) = 0 for jwj < Dwith a charge gap D = U.
Within this phase, exact DMFT results for d ! ¥ reported a more complex internal
structure with some sub-phases including sub-gap states at small U [93, 94, 95].









































FIGURE 3.6: a,b,c,d, Real part of the AC conductivity s0(w) as a func-
tion of frequency w at T = 0.5, U = 1.0 (a, b), 5.2 (c,d). Panels (b),(d)
show s0(w) for jwj  0.025 at different system sizes. e, The tempera-
ture dependence of s0 at w = 0.01 and U = 5.2. f, Drude weight D as a












































FIGURE 3.7: a,b,c, Specific heat, f -electron susceptibility and Binder cu-
mulant for momentum q = fp,pg atU/t = 6 and volumes 82, 122, 162,
illustrating the phase transition to the CDW state. Dashed arrow is the
transition temperature TCDW obtained by the crossing of the Binder-
cumulant curves, shown in Fig. 3.8d. e, The distribution of energy val-
ues at the proximity of transition temperature to CDW-state atU = 0.5,
T = 0.0274 and system sizes 122, 162, 242. The existence of two max-
imums shown by vertical arrows indicate the first-order phase transi-
tion, which weakens with increasing system size.
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3.5 Transition between different regions
We now turn to a discussion of the nature of the transitions between different re-
gions of phase space.
CDW transition - at large U
We find a previously reported transition between a disorder state at large T and a
CDW at small T [82]. The transition between the two is of Ising universality with
an order parameter given by the staggered f -occupation fst = år ei[p,p].~r(2n f ,r   1)
as illustrated in Figs. 3.8(a-b) by the T-dependence of specific heat Cv and f -electron
susceptibility at momentum ~Q = [p,p] for U = 6.
U Tc n g
3.0 0.1370 0.97 0.07 1.76 0.02
5.0 0.1339 0.92 0.11 1.74 0.07
7.0 0.1171 1.00 0.11 1.74 0.07
10.0 0.0951 1.02 0.02 1.73 0.07
12.0 0.0824 1.02 0.17 1.74 0.07
TABLE 3.1: Critical exponents g (susceptibility) and n (correlation length) of
the CDW transition for different values ofU. The Ising exponents are g = 1.75
and n = 1.
In fact, for large U, an exact mapping to the 2d-Ising model can explicitly be
given [82]. Numerically, the transition temperature is determined by the crossing
of the Binder cumulant BQ(L) [96], see Figs. 3.8(c-d). Upon decreasing U, the high
temperature disorder phase evolves from a MI to an AI, but the nature of the tran-
sition into the CDW state is maintained, as highlighted by the Ising exponents, see
Table 3.1.
In agreement with previous studies we find that for 0 < U . 3, the phase tran-
sition appears to be first order [79]. This is illustrated by the double peaked energy
histogram in Fig. 3.8e with maxima denoted by arrows. Interestingly, the disap-
pearance of the double peak at U  3 coincides with the WL-Al crossover of the
high temperature phase. The finite size scaling of Fig. 3.8e shows that the first order
nature of the transition weakens with increasing system size implying a continuous
transition in the infinite volume limit. This provides further evidence that the occur-
rence of theWL phase is a finite size effect. In the thermodynamic limit the AI phase
extends until U ! 0+ and the transition into the charge-ordered state is continuous
for all values of U > 0.
AI-MI transition
The existence of this transition in the FK model has not been reported previously.
The MI is characterized by DOS(0) = 0. As U is reduced the onset of the AI phase
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FIGURE 3.8: a,b,c, Finite size scaling results for specific heat, f -electron
susceptibility and Binder cumulant for momentum ~Q = [p,p] at
U/t = 10.0 and volumes 82, 102, 122, 162, illustrating the phase tran-
sition to the CDW state with Ising universality class. The critical expo-
nents are presented in table 3.1.
can be best read off by DOS(0) > 0, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5h, while s0(0) = 0 3. As
the f -electrons act as static scattering potentials the grand canonical partition func-
tion of the FK model can be understood as that of annealed disorder. Across the
transition f -electron observables remain smooth. For asymptotically large tempera-
tures FK maps to a binary random disorder model previously studied in the context
of binary alloys [97, 98] where transitions similar to the AI-MI transition have pre-
viously been observed. Our results suggest that for finite temperature the universal
features of the AI-MI transition are the same as the infinite temperature ones and
the annealed nature of the disorder plays no qualitative role in this regime.
WL-AI crossover
This crossover turns out to be a feature of finite system size. The crossover is re-
flected in the AC conductivity and is also clearly visible in the IPR(w = 0) which
displays qualitatively different behavior in the WL, AI andMI phases. As discussed
above, at large temperatures, the nature of the disorder is not relevant as all possible
configurations of the f electrons are equally probable. Therefore, results resembling
those of quenched disorder are to be expected. For 2D these imply the existence of
a so-called weak localized regime where the localization length z  1/IPR(w = 0)
depends on the coupling constant U in an exponential fashion [99]. Therefore, for
3We used the numerical criterion of DOS(0) > 10 7 in our energy units of t
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any finite system of linear size L and sufficiently small U, there is a regime where
L < z. In this case, the system displays properties of a bad metal.
3.6 Discussion
Having described the overall phase diagram of the two-dimensional half-filled FK
model we now turn to a discussion of the significance of our findings. The fact that
s0(w ! 0+) 6= 0 in the temperature range above the charge ordered state at small
U, see Fig. 3.1, suggests the identification of the WL regime with the previously
reported metallic phase of the model [55, 79]. As shown above this regime is a
feature of the finiteness of the underlying lattice and vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit. Within the DMFT, themetallic phase originates from a finite local DOS(w = 0)
and the neglect of spatial correlations [55, 89]. The AI phase is captured by disorder
extensions of the DMFT with the addition of quenched disorder [100, 101, 102, 103,
104].
In this chapter, we primarily addressed the intricacies of the phase diagram
above the charge ordering transition. Naively, the onset of charge order with prop-
agation vector ~Q in the weakly interacting or small U regime is associated with the
instability due to a perfectly nested Fermi surface. Although DOS(w = 0) 6= 0, the
absence of a Fermi surface implies that even for arbitrarily small U this CDW pic-
ture cannot apply, when coming out of the AI phase. It thus might be worthwhile to
extend our analysis to the charge ordered part of the phase diagram. Interestingly,
as can be read off from Table 3.1, the critical exponents associated with the onset
of charge order in that region coincide with those of the classical two-dimensional
Ising model. This raises the possibility that ordering transitions, traditionally inter-
preted within the Stoner theory of delocalized electrons, should be better described
within a strong-coupling framework. This relates to the on-going debate between
the weak- or strong-coupling nature of the onset of order near the emergence of su-
perconductivity in e.g. the iron-based superconductors and the heavy fermions [105,
106].
Our results may also shed some light on the finite temperature phase diagram
of the three-dimensional half-filled Hubbard model, where at low temperature an
antiferromagnetic phase sets. Ignoring the dynamic nature of the antiferromagnetic
order parameter the system can be described by a static model with annealed vector
disorder. Thus, one may expect an Anderson localized phase at high temperatures
separating the weak coupling metallic phase from the Mott insulator at large U. A
recent study of the Anderson-Hubbard model with spin-dependent disorder leads
to FK-like physics in parts of the phase diagram [107] to which our findings may be
relevant.
Finally, we note that our results may be directly relevant to studies of localiza-
tion in cold atoms [108, 109, 110]. The model serves as a prototype for recent im-
plementations of mass unbalanced fermions in optical lattices [111, 112, 113] and
the physical properties of the model extend past the infinite mass ratio regime [114,
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115]. It would be interesting to see an experimental confirmation of the existence
a the localized phase for a translational-invariant system in the absence of explicit




Spatial Structure of Entanglement
spooky action at a distance.
—Albert Einstein
In this chapter wemap out the spatial entanglement structure of a low-dimensional
quantum system, the transverse-field Ising chain, both in the ground state and in
thermal states. For this purposewe use the logarithmic negativity [116, 117, 118, 119,
120, 121, 122], which sharesmany of the central features of the entanglement entropy
in pure states, such as the area law for ground states of gapped Hamiltonians [123,
124, 125] or universal contribution appearing at quantum critical points [126, 39,
127]. In contrast to the entanglement entropy, however, the logarithmic negativity
remains an entanglement measure also for mixed states [39, 127, 122]. In order to ob-
tain information about the spatial entanglement structure, we study the logarithmic
negativity of two disjoint blocks of identical size ` as a function of their separation d,
which can be viewed as the entanglement analog to a conventional quantum corre-
lation function. For an illustration of our setup see Fig. 4.1 (a). We find that for any
fixed size ` of the two blocks there appears a sharp entanglement threshold d be-
yond which the logarithmic negativity vanishes identically. For larger distance than
d the two blocks become unentangled, accordingly, as measured by the logarithmic
negativity. In Fig. 4.1 (b) we show the results for the entanglement threshold d as a
function of ` for different parameters of the transverse-field Ising chain, where one
can see that the spatial extent of entanglement is restricted to rather short distances
even when the system resides at the quantum phase transition where quantum cor-
relations are long-ranged.
While for the case where the two blocks consist of single qubits this result is well
known [128, 129, 130, 131, 132], here we study systematically the crossover from
the single-particle to the multi-particle case. We compute the logarithmic negativity
numerically for large systems using the Time Evolving Block Decimation (TEBD).
In addition, we develop a simple effective model explaining our numerical observa-
tions.















h/J = 0.8; GS
h/J = 0.8;  J = 25.0
h/J = 1.0; GS
h/J = 1.0;  J = 25.0
FIGURE 4.1: a) Illustration of the setup used in our work. We consider
two spatial regions A and B in a large chain each of which contains `
sites. The two regions are separated by a distance d, illustrated here
for ` = 4 and d = 5. b) Results for the entanglement threshold d
beyond which distance logarithmic negativity vanishes. We show d as
a function of block size ` for the ground state (GS) and for a thermal
state at the inverse temperature bJ = 25. For ` = 5 in the ground state
we can only give a lower bound on d which we indicate in this plot by
adding an error bar.
4.1 Definition of Entanglement
Definition 1.
Let jYi be a state of many physical systems and jFii a state in system i. Then, jYi
is called entangled if it cannot be expressed as a product of jFii for any set of jFii.
If jYi is not entangled, it is called separable. If jYi is a product of jFii, jYi is
called a product state. All product states are separable. For example, one can easily
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check that the following state jYi is entangled
jYi = j11i+ j00ip
2
6= (a j1i+ b j0i)




A second, more experimentalist approach to the definition of entanglement is based
on theway how entanglement can be obtained. Consider two experimental setups A
and B. As these setups are separate, theymay only apply local operations. Theymay
use classical communication to coordinate those operations. Then, entanglement
can be defined by these operations[133]:
Definition 2.
If a shared state r can be obtained by two parties A and B using only local operations
and classical communication, r is a separable state.
Note that these two definitions of entanglement are equivalent.
4.2 Entanglement Measures
An entanglement measure quantifies how much entanglement is contained in a
quantum state. Formally it is any nonnegative real function of a state which can
not increase under local operations and classical communication (LOCC) (so called
monotonicity), and is zero for separable states[134, 135]. Here we introduce several
entanglement measures which can be useful in condensed matter physics.
4.2.1 Density matrices and entanglement
Here, we give a short reminder of density matrices, also so called density operators,
which conceptually take the role of state vectors. They encode all the accessible
information about a quantum mechanical system. The entanglement structure just
discussed can also be found from the density matrices associated with the state jYi.
This is in fact, the standard way to obtain it.
Definition
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where pi is the probablity that the system is in jyii with åi pi = 1. Note that jyii’s
need not be orthonormal and decomposition is not unique. This density matrix has
the following properties:
 r2 = r projector
 r† = r hermiticity
 Trr = 1 normalization
 r  0 positivity
Pure and mixed state
A pure quantum state defines as a vector state jyii in Hilbert space and density
matrix for such a state is
r = jyiihyij and Tr(r2) = 1. (4.3)







pijyiihyij and Tr(r2) < 1. (4.4)
Thermal states: thermal states are special case of mixed states. Introducing a Hamil-
tonian H = åDn=1 Enjnihnj we can think of this classically, as saying that state nth
has energy En. The boltzmann distribution at temperature T is pn = e bEn/Z, where
Z = åDn=1 e
bEn with b = 1/kBT and kB is Boltzmann’s constant. In quantum setting













This is known as the Gibbs state or the thermal state. It describes the state of a
quantum system at thermal equilibrium.
Reduced density matrices (RDM)
If we denote the total density matrix with
r = jYihYj, (4.6)
one can, for a chosen division, take the trace over the degrees of freedom in one part
of the system. This gives the reduced density matrix for the other part, i.e.
rA = TrB(r) , rB = TrA(r). (4.7)
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These hermitian operators can be used to calculate arbitrary expectation values in




jlnj2jFanihFanj , a = A, B, (4.8)
this leads to two features
1. rA and rB have the same non-zero eigenvalues
2. these eigenvalues are given by wn = jlnj2
Therefore the eigenvalue spectrum of the ra gives directly theweights in the Schmidt
decomposition and a glance at this spectrum shows the basic entanglement features
of the state, for the chosen bipartition. One also sees that the jFani are the eigenfunc-
tions of the ra. For the single-particle RDM’s mentioned in the introduction, these
eigenfunctions are known as “natural orbitals” in quantum chemistry[136].
4.2.2 Entanglement Entropy
Whereas the full RDM spectra give the clearest impression of the entanglement in a
bipartite system, it is clever to have a simple measure which encode this information
into one number. This can be achieved by generalizing the usual (von Neumann)
entropy definition to reduced density matrices. This so called entanglement entropy
S. It measures a mutual connection between two parts of a system and therefore
defines1
S(rA) = S(rB) =  Tr(rA log2 rA) =  Tr(rB log2 rB) =  å
n
wn log2 wn (4.9)
The most important features are
 S only meaures the entanglement for pure state
 S is the standard meaure for entanglement in condensed matter physics for
bipartitions. It is based on spectrum of rA which is identical to the spectrum
of r2. Thus rA = rB holds for an arbitrary bipartition
 S vanishes for product states, and has a maximal value of S = log2 D if one
has D non-zero eigenvalues which are all equal, wn = 1D for n = 1, 2, . . . ,D.
1Note that in this thesis, we use log2 instead of logarithm in natural basis loge  ln. Both cases
reach to same results and doesn’t affect the physics.
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4.2.3 Rényi Entropy
Another bipartite entanglement measure is the Rényi entanglement entropy Sa. It is
also defined in terms of the reduced density matrices, and a Rényi index a  0. The
generalized Renyi entanglement entropies are definea by
Sa(rA) =
1
1  a ln Tr(r
a
A) and a 2 N (4.10)
In the limit a ! 1, the Renyi entanglement entropy approaches the Von Neumann
entanglement entropy. For a  0 and a 6= 1, can be an entanglement measure for
mixed state. Recently, the generalized Rényi entropies have attracted considerable
attention in the condensed-matter community, due to their ability to encode infor-
mation about the whole entanglement spectrum of rA, i.e., this allows the set of Sa to
contain much more information than Sa=1 alone. The Rényi entanglement entropy
can be computed in quantum Monte Carlo simultions[137].
4.2.4 Relative Entropy of Entanglement
The relative entropy S(r k s) between two states r and s is defined as
S(r k s) = Tr[r(log2 r  log2 s)], (4.11)
which is evidently not symmetric under exchange of r and s, and is non-negative,
i.e., S(r k s)  0. By knowing this, one can define the relative entropy of entangle-
ment as an entanglement measure that quantifies howmuch a given entangled state
is distinguished operationally from the set of separable states or those with positive
partial transposition(PPT). For more information about PPT, see appendix C
ER(r) = min
s2D
S(r k s), (4.12)
where D denotes the set of all separable states and the minimum is taken over the
family of separable states. The task of finding the relative entropy of entanglement
for arbitrary states r involves a minimization over all separable states, and this ren-
ders the computation of this entanglement measure very difficult[138, 139].
4.2.5 Entanglement of Formation
The entanglement of formation represents the minimal possible average entropy of
all pure state decompositions. Given a densitymatrix r of a pair of quantum systems
A and B, consider all possible pure-state decompositions of r, that is, all ensemble
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For each pure state, the entanglement S is defined as the entropy of either of the two
subsystems A and B as we explained in Eq. 4.9
S(r) =  Tr(rA log2 rA) =  Tr(rB log2 rB)
The entanglement of formation of the mixed state r is then defined as the average





A state r is separable if and only if E(r) = 0 and hence can be represented as
a convex combination of product states as r = åi pirAi 
 rBi , where rAi and rBi are
pure state density matrices associated to the subsystems A and B.
4.2.6 Concurrence
Anothe entanglement measure that one can calculate the entanglement of formation
from it is concurrence[140, 141]. The concurrence is an entanglement monotone
defined for a mixed state of two qubits as
C(r) = max(0,l1   l2   l3   l4) (4.14)
in which l1, . . . ,l4 are the square roots of the eigenvalues, in decreasing order, of
the product matrix R2 between two qubits[141, 142]
R = rr˜, (4.15)
where r˜ = (sy 
 sy)r(sy 
 sy) is the spin-flipped matrix of r and sy is the Pauli
matrix. Note that the two qubits can be at any distance from each other. To compute
it, one need to access the reduced density matrix between them.
4.3 Logarithmic Negativity
The aim of this work is to study the spatial structure of entanglement in equilibrium
states of the transverse-field Ising chain as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The entanglement
entropy, which is the paradigmatic entanglement measure for the characterization
of quantum many-body systems in ground states, cannot be used for that purpose
since it can only access the entanglement between a subsystem and its remainder,
but not the entanglement between two subsystems. Here instead, we use the loga-
rithmic negativity EN .
Let us denote by r the density matrix of the system, which can be either pure or
mixed. To compute the logarithmic negativity, it is necessary to access the reduced
2R is a non-Hermitian matrix
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density matrix rA,B of two subsystems A and B which can be obtained from r by
tracing out all the degrees of freedom not belonging to A or to B:
rA,B = TrAB r. (4.16)
Here, TrAB denotes the trace over the complement AB of A and B. The reduced






where jmi and jni label the basis states of the local Hilbert space HA of subsystem
A, and jmi and jni of HB accordingly. Cm,nm,n are the coefficients given by Cm,nm,n =
hm,mjrA,Bjn, ni.
The logarithmic negativity is an entanglement measure based on the positive
partial transpose (PPT) criterion [143, 144], which provides a necessary condition
for rAB to be separable and therefore to contain no entanglement. Central to the
PPT criterion is the partial transpose operation TB performed on one of the two
subsystems, B say:
rTBA,B = [IA 





which leaves the basis states in A unchanged but performs a transpose on B. In
the end, this operation is equivalent to Cm,nm,n ! Cm,nn,m when comparing Eq. (4.17) with
Eq. (4.18). While the eigenvalues of rA,B are probabilities and therefore non-negative
real numbers, this is not necessarily the case for the partially transposed rTBA,B. When
rA,B is separable and therefore contains no entanglement, the eigenvalues l of r
TB
A,B
have to be non-negative, which is the aforementioned PPT criterion. In turn, this
means that in case there exists a negative eigenvalue of rTBA,B, the reduced density
matrix rA,B has to be entangled. The logarithmic negativity EN quantifies to which
extent the partially transposed density matrix rTB between two subsystems fails to
be non-negative. More specifically, EN is defined as







where k.k1 denotes the trace norm, and l the eigenvalues of rTBAB. In general, the PPT
criterion is only a necessary but not a sufficient criterion for entanglement, i.e., there
might be states that signal a vanishing logarithmic negativity that are, however, not
separable. In this context it is important that EN constitutes an upper bound to the
distillable entanglement [145]. A vanishing EN therefore means that such a Bell pair
distillation is not possible.
For quantum many-body systems the logarithmic negativity has been studied
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extensively in the literature [117, 118, 143, 116, 146, 147, 148]. In particular, it has
been found that EN displays the same universal contributions at quantum critical
points [126, 39, 127], as does the entanglement entropy [126, 40, 124]. In particular,
the logarithmic negativity for two adjacent large blocks of size `1 and `2 becomes
[126]






with c the central charge of the corresponding conformal field theory, which is a
universal property of the underlying quantum phase transition. For `2 ! ¥, a
situation which is equivalent to measuring the entanglement between a subsystem
and its remainder, one obtains EN  (c/4) log(`1). The entanglement entropy has
been intensively studied analytically [149, 40, 150, 151] and numerically [152, 153,
154, 155, 156] for the ground state of the 1D transverse Ising model. On general
grounds the entanglement entropy is characterized by an area law [125, 124, 157], al-
though at the critical point a logarithmic dependence on the size `1 emerges leading
to S  (c/3) log(`1), which has the same functional dependence as the logarithmic
negativity.
In the case of disjoint blocks, the set up that we aim to address in this chapter,
much less is known in general. Using conformal field theory it is possible to prove
that the logarithmic negativity is a scale-invariant quantity at the critical point [126,
158, 159]. Specifically, EN is a function only of the dimensionless quantity y =
(v1 u1)(v2 u2)
(u2 u1)(v2 v1) , where u1, v1 are respectively the left and right edges of the first block,
and u2, v2 of the second block.
One case that has been studied already extensively is when each of the two
blocks contains a single spin [128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. Then, the entanglement
between the two spins exactly vanishes beyond a distance of a few lattice sites, a
phenomenon that has been termed ’entanglement sudden death [160, 161]’. How
entanglement behaves for disjoint blocks larger than a single spin, is, however, not
yet known.
In view of the sudden drop towards vanishing entanglement known for the
single-spin case, we introduce in the following the notion of the entanglement thresh-
old d. We define d to be the maximum distance d between two subsystems such
that the two systems remain entangled. It is the main goal of this work to study this
entanglement threshold in the transverse-field Ising chain3.
3Since we study how the entanglement vanishes, it is important to estimate our numerical accu-
racy of the program which does not go below 10 13.
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4.4 The model
The model we consider is the one-dimensional Ising model with a transverse field

















where J denotes the spin-spin coupling, h the transverse field and sx(z)i the Pauli
matrices acting on the i-th lattice site. For convenience, we set the lattice spacing
a = 1 and choose open boundary conditions. This model undergoes a quantum
phase transition [2, 162] at zero temperature when J = h. For h < J, the system is in
a ferromagnetic phase, while for h > J in a paramagnetic one. The order parameter
of the transition is the magnetization mx = L 1ål sxl along the spin-spin coupling
direction which is nonzero in the symmetry-broken phase and vanishes in the para-
magnetic one. At nonzero temperature a symmetry-broken phase cannot exist for
this one-dimensional system according to the Mermin-Wagner theorem [163, 164,
165].
In the following we study the entanglement properties of the transverse-field
Ising chain as a function of temperature. Therefore, in general, our system resides















Although the TFIM is exactly solvable by mapping the problem to a free fermionic
theory using a Jordan-Wigner transformation [2], the computation of the logarith-
mic negativity remains complicated. The main problems arise when performing the
partial transpose operation, which in terms of the fermionic degrees of freedomdoes
not have a solvable structure [166, 167, 119]. Therefore, numerical techniques are re-
quired and we use for that purpose the TEBD in the following [57, 168]. Since we
aim to study both the ground as well as nonzero temperature states, we use both the
pure state matrix product states (MPS) and finite-temperature MPS formalism [169,
170, 171]. In the chapter 2, one can find the full descriptions of these methods that
we use in this chapter.
To compute the logarithmic negativity for a generic state jyi, we need access to
the reduced density matrix and its partial transpose. Therefore one needs to com-
pute r = jyihyj and trace out those sites which are not included in the blocks A and
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<latexit sh a1_base64="RLgZFFw+v H5XcNBb1damIlLVav0=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEeY2e8mSvb1j d08IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4 Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g 8Oj8vFJW8epoqxFYxGrb oCaCS5Zy3AjWDdRDKNAs E4wuZ37nSemNI/lo5kmz I9wJHnIKRorPeDVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxj SNmDRUoNY9z02Mn6EynA o2K/VTzRKkExyxnqUSI6 b9bHHpjFxYZUjCWNmShiz U3xMZRlpPo8B2RmjGetW bi/95vdSE137GZZIaJul yUZgKYmIyf5sMuWLUiKk lSBW3txI6RoXU2HBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF FEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACY1jRY=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="RLgZFFw+v H5XcNBb1damIlLVav0=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEeY2e8mSvb1j d08IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4 Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g 8Oj8vFJW8epoqxFYxGrb oCaCS5Zy3AjWDdRDKNAs E4wuZ37nSemNI/lo5kmz I9wJHnIKRorPeDVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxj SNmDRUoNY9z02Mn6EynA o2K/VTzRKkExyxnqUSI6 b9bHHpjFxYZUjCWNmShiz U3xMZRlpPo8B2RmjGetW bi/95vdSE137GZZIaJul yUZgKYmIyf5sMuWLUiKk lSBW3txI6RoXU2HBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF FEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACY1jRY=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="RLgZFFw+v H5XcNBb1damIlLVav0=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEeY2e8mSvb1j d08IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4 Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g 8Oj8vFJW8epoqxFYxGrb oCaCS5Zy3AjWDdRDKNAs E4wuZ37nSemNI/lo5kmz I9wJHnIKRorPeDVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxj SNmDRUoNY9z02Mn6EynA o2K/VTzRKkExyxnqUSI6 b9bHHpjFxYZUjCWNmShiz U3xMZRlpPo8B2RmjGetW bi/95vdSE137GZZIaJul yUZgKYmIyf5sMuWLUiKk lSBW3txI6RoXU2HBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF FEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACY1jRY=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="RLgZFFw+v H5XcNBb1damIlLVav0=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEeY2e8mSvb1j d08IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSK4 Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g 8Oj8vFJW8epoqxFYxGrb oCaCS5Zy3AjWDdRDKNAs E4wuZ37nSemNI/lo5kmz I9wJHnIKRorPeDVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxj SNmDRUoNY9z02Mn6EynA o2K/VTzRKkExyxnqUSI6 b9bHHpjFxYZUjCWNmShiz U3xMZRlpPo8B2RmjGetW bi/95vdSE137GZZIaJul yUZgKYmIyf5sMuWLUiKk lSBW3txI6RoXU2HBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF FEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACY1jRY=< /latexit>
b)
<latexit sh a1_base64="PBqA84j/R ROa+UzQvK1Ji/K2GQ4=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHoKrQbniVt 0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jF kacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgk k+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGn HjZ4tLZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJ Qf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4Nqv eXPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLH lojCVBGMyf5sMheYM5dQ SyrSwtxI2ppoytOGUbAje 6svrpF2rem7Vu69VGjd5 HEU4g3O4BA/q0IA7aEIL GITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2 Fpx85hT+wPn8ASe6jRc=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="PBqA84j/R ROa+UzQvK1Ji/K2GQ4=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHoKrQbniVt 0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jF kacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgk k+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGn HjZ4tLZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJ Qf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4Nqv eXPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLH lojCVBGMyf5sMheYM5dQ SyrSwtxI2ppoytOGUbAje 6svrpF2rem7Vu69VGjd5 HEU4g3O4BA/q0IA7aEIL GITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2 Fpx85hT+wPn8ASe6jRc=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="PBqA84j/R ROa+UzQvK1Ji/K2GQ4=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHoKrQbniVt 0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jF kacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgk k+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGn HjZ4tLZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJ Qf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4Nqv eXPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLH lojCVBGMyf5sMheYM5dQ SyrSwtxI2ppoytOGUbAje 6svrpF2rem7Vu69VGjd5 HEU4g3O4BA/q0IA7aEIL GITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2 Fpx85hT+wPn8ASe6jRc=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="PBqA84j/R ROa+UzQvK1Ji/K2GQ4=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHoKrQbniVt 0FyDrxclKBHM1B+as/jF kacYVMUmN6npugn1GNgk k+K/VTwxPKJnTEe5YqGn HjZ4tLZ+TCKkMSxtqWQrJ Qf09kNDJmGgW2M6I4Nqv eXPzP66UYXvuZUEmKXLH lojCVBGMyf5sMheYM5dQ SyrSwtxI2ppoytOGUbAje 6svrpF2rem7Vu69VGjd5 HEU4g3O4BA/q0IA7aEIL GITwDK/w5kycF+fd+Vi2 Fpx85hT+wPn8ASe6jRc=< /latexit>
c)
<latexit sh a1_base64="b/6oLNCB0 jS91SfGWNgclud6SSg=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHtjVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxi yNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwS Sflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjb jxs8WlM3JhlSEJY21LIVm ovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1V vLv7n9VIMr/1MqCRFrth yUZhKgjGZv02GQnOGcmo JZVrYWwkbU00Z2nBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF DEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACk/jRg=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="b/6oLNCB0 jS91SfGWNgclud6SSg=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHtjVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxi yNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwS Sflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjb jxs8WlM3JhlSEJY21LIVm ovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1V vLv7n9VIMr/1MqCRFrth yUZhKgjGZv02GQnOGcmo JZVrYWwkbU00Z2nBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF DEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACk/jRg=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="b/6oLNCB0 jS91SfGWNgclud6SSg=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHtjVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxi yNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwS Sflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjb jxs8WlM3JhlSEJY21LIVm ovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1V vLv7n9VIMr/1MqCRFrth yUZhKgjGZv02GQnOGcmo JZVrYWwkbU00Z2nBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF DEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACk/jRg=< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="b/6oLNCB0 jS91SfGWNgclud6SSg=" >AAAB6XicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoOgTbhLE8ug jWUU8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1j d04IR/6BjYUitv4jO/+N m+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKF Qdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+w eFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N 6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1Ege SeY3M79zhPXRsTqEacJ9 yM6UiIUjKKVHtjVoFxxq+ 4CZJ14OalAjuag/NUfxi yNuEImqTE9z03Qz6hGwS Sflfqp4QllEzriPUsVjb jxs8WlM3JhlSEJY21LIVm ovycyGhkzjQLbGVEcm1V vLv7n9VIMr/1MqCRFrth yUZhKgjGZv02GQnOGcmo JZVrYWwkbU00Z2nBKNgRv 9eV10q5VPbfq3dcqjZs8 jiKcwTlcggd1aMAdNKEF DEJ4hld4cybOi/PufCxb C04+cwp/4Hz+ACk/jRg=< /latexit>
d)
<latexit sh a1_base64="C6Ue6Q/yj Ds0igBK6FoIXDiXVM8=" >AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 4WetX1aOXxSLopSS96LHo xWMV+wFtKJvNpF262YTd jVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4 bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpIJr 47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f 3BYOTpu6yRTDFssEYnqB lSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBn WB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox 3QoecQZNVZ6CC8Hlapbc+ cgq8QrSBUKNAeVr36YsC xGaZigWvc8NzV+TpXhTO C03M80ppSN6RB7lkoao/ bz+aVTcm6VkESJsiUNmau /J3Iaaz2JA9sZUzPSy95 M/M/rZSa69nMu08ygZIt FUSaIScjsbRJyhcyIiSW UKW5vJWxEFWXGhlO2IXjL L6+Sdr3muTXvvl5t3BRx lOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE1rA IIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6J1 zSlmTuAPnM8fKsSNGQ==< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="C6Ue6Q/yj Ds0igBK6FoIXDiXVM8=" >AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 4WetX1aOXxSLopSS96LHo xWMV+wFtKJvNpF262YTd jVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4 bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpIJr 47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f 3BYOTpu6yRTDFssEYnqB lSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBn WB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox 3QoecQZNVZ6CC8Hlapbc+ cgq8QrSBUKNAeVr36YsC xGaZigWvc8NzV+TpXhTO C03M80ppSN6RB7lkoao/ bz+aVTcm6VkESJsiUNmau /J3Iaaz2JA9sZUzPSy95 M/M/rZSa69nMu08ygZIt FUSaIScjsbRJyhcyIiSW UKW5vJWxEFWXGhlO2IXjL L6+Sdr3muTXvvl5t3BRx lOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE1rA IIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6J1 zSlmTuAPnM8fKsSNGQ==< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="C6Ue6Q/yj Ds0igBK6FoIXDiXVM8=" >AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 4WetX1aOXxSLopSS96LHo xWMV+wFtKJvNpF262YTd jVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4 bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpIJr 47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f 3BYOTpu6yRTDFssEYnqB lSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBn WB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox 3QoecQZNVZ6CC8Hlapbc+ cgq8QrSBUKNAeVr36YsC xGaZigWvc8NzV+TpXhTO C03M80ppSN6RB7lkoao/ bz+aVTcm6VkESJsiUNmau /J3Iaaz2JA9sZUzPSy95 M/M/rZSa69nMu08ygZIt FUSaIScjsbRJyhcyIiSW UKW5vJWxEFWXGhlO2IXjL L6+Sdr3muTXvvl5t3BRx lOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE1rA IIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6J1 zSlmTuAPnM8fKsSNGQ==< /latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="C6Ue6Q/yj Ds0igBK6FoIXDiXVM8=" >AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3 4WetX1aOXxSLopSS96LHo xWMV+wFtKJvNpF262YTd jVBC/4EXD4p49R9589+4 bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXpIJr 47rfztr6xubWdmmnvLu3f 3BYOTpu6yRTDFssEYnqB lSj4BJbhhuB3VQhjQOBn WB8O/M7T6g0T+SjmaTox 3QoecQZNVZ6CC8Hlapbc+ cgq8QrSBUKNAeVr36YsC xGaZigWvc8NzV+TpXhTO C03M80ppSN6RB7lkoao/ bz+aVTcm6VkESJsiUNmau /J3Iaaz2JA9sZUzPSy95 M/M/rZSa69nMu08ygZIt FUSaIScjsbRJyhcyIiSW UKW5vJWxEFWXGhlO2IXjL L6+Sdr3muTXvvl5t3BRx lOAUzuACPLiCBtxBE1rA IIJneIU3Z+y8OO/Ox6J1 zSlmTuAPnM8fKsSNGQ==< /latexit>
T  i ¯i↵i 1,↵i
<latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEq CG2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD 3zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhH hOUKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEq CG2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD 3zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhH hOUKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEq CG2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD 3zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhH hOUKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6xLRJ2go3EP3wKwZZYopg1aUYY4=">AAACH3icbV DLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi6rLoxmWFvqCJ4WY6aYdOHsxMhBLyJ278FTcuFBF3/RunbRBtPTBw7jn3cuceP+FMKssaG0vLK6tr66WN8ubW9s6uubffknEq CG2SmMei44OknEW0qZjitJMICqHPadsf3k789iMVksVRQ40S6obQj1jACCgteeZl4yFzJOuH4DHs+CCKKvdY7mUO8GQAXsbO7PwU/1R57pkVq2pNgReJXZAKKlD 3zC+nF5M0pJEiHKTs2lai3AyEYoTTvOykkiZAhtCnXU0jCKl0s+l9OT7WSg8HsdAvUniq/p7IIJRyFPq6MwQ1kPPeRPzP66YquHYzFiWpohGZLQpSjlWMJ2HhH hOUKD7SBIhg+q+YDEAAUTrSsg7Bnj95kbTOq7ZVte8vKrWbIo4SOkRH6ATZ6ArV0B2qoyYi6Am9oDf0bjwbr8aH8TlrXTKKmQP0B8b4G2HTo8k=</latexit>
T  i↵i 1,↵i
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 i
<latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="G5lGsTi4BG6FhyRGksc QqzvsmC4=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOZpMhM7PrTK8QQn7Ciw dFvPo73vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSqWw6PvfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx41bZIZxhsskYlpR9RyKTRvoED J26nhVEWSt6LR7cxvPXFjRaIfcJzyUNGBFrFgFJ3U7loxULQneuWKX/XnIKskyEkFctR75a9uP2GZ4hqZ pNZ2Aj/FcEINCib5tNTNLE8pG9EB7ziqqeI2nMzvnZIzp/RJnBhXGslc/T0xocrasYpcp6I4tMveTPzP6 2QYX4cTodMMuWaLRXEmCSZk9jzpC8MZyrEjlBnhbiVsSA1l6CIquRCC5ZdXSfOiGvjV4P6yUrvJ4yjCCZ zCOQRwBTW4gzo0gIGEZ3iFN+/Re/HevY9Fa8HLZ47hD7zPHxq0j/8=</latexit>
 ¯i
<latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BM0QoIF7P/QHtg2Vix1 FWelyjGM=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkATy2S7aZduNmF3o5TQ/+HFgy Je/S/e/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeDauO63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5bOskUZU2aiER1QtRMcMmahhv BOqliGIeCtcPRzdRvPzKleSLvzThlQYwDySNO0VjpwQ9R5b7mgxgnPd6rVN2aOwNZJl5BqlCg0at8+f2E ZjGThgrUuuu5qQlyVIZTwSZlP9MsRTrCAetaKjFmOshnV0/IqVX6JEqULWnITP09kWOs9TgObWeMZqgXv an4n9fNTHQV5FymmWGSzhdFmSAmIdMISJ8rRo0YW4JUcXsroUNUSI0NqmxD8BZfXiat85rn1ry7i2r9uo ijBMdwAmfgwSXU4RYa0AQKCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5q0rTjFzBH/gfP4A6fuSxA==</latexit>
|  i
<latexit sha 1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcdl OZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU8 HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAfk QtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8Kz YWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcDj vRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b39 gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82h xmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTDS wKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzhKo B2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQGNH JghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+zNQ JeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpBAq 5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgxSA wnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+CT2 zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhkzi kLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsXbc zoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0GgbtC g0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxtJE VbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39Zq tzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7kiV 1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7 x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWDw== </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcdl OZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU8 HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAfk QtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8Kz YWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcDj vRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b39 gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82h xmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTDS wKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzhKo B2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQGNH JghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+zNQ JeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpBAq 5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgxSA wnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+CT2 zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhkzi kLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsXbc zoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0GgbtC g0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxtJE VbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39Zq tzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7kiV 1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7 x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWDw== </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcdl OZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU8 HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAfk QtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8Kz YWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcDj vRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b39 gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82h xmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTDS wKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzhKo B2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQGNH JghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+zNQ JeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpBAq 5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgxSA wnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+CT2 zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhkzi kLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsXbc zoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0GgbtC g0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxtJE VbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39Zq tzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7kiV 1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7 x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWDw== </latexit><latexit sha 1_base64="rE8ch4zPQcdl OZsYQLG2BW43Tdc=">AAAB /3icbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avU8 HGZjEIVuFOBC2DNpYRzAfk QtjbTJIle3vH7pwQLin8Kz YWitj6N+z8N26SKzTxwcDj vRlm5oWJFAY979tZWV1b39 gsbBW3d3b39t2Dw7qJU82h xmMZ62bIDEihoIYCJTQTDS wKJTTC4e3UbzyCNiJWDzhKo B2xvhI9wRlaqeMej2mQGNH JghCQTWigmepL6Lglr+zNQ JeJn5MSyVHtuF9BN+ZpBAq 5ZMa0fC/BdsY0Ci5hUgxSA wnjQ9aHlqWKRWDa2ez+CT2 zSpf2Ym1LIZ2pvycyFhkzi kLbGTEcmEVvKv7ntVLsXbc zoZIUQfH5ol4qKcZ0GgbtC g0c5cgSxrWwt1I+YJpxtJE VbQj+4svLpH5R9r2yf39Zq tzkcRTICTkl58QnV6RC7kiV 1AgnY/JMXsmb8+S8OO/Ox7 x1xclnjsgfOJ8/+OuWDw== </latexit>
⇢A,B
<latexit sh a1_base64="CybGfNEjA 1jrkbKFJiBoyuo4YTo=" >AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3 4WetX1aOXYBE8SNkVQY+1 XjxWsB/YLiWbZtvQbLIk WaEs/RdePCji1X/jzX9j 2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu rOd9o5XVtfWNzcJWcXtnd 2+/dHDYNCrVlDWoEkq3Q 2KY4JI1LLeCtRPNSBwK1 gpHt1O/9cS04Uo+2HHCg pgMJI84JdZJj109VL3s5r w26ZXKXsWbAS8TPydlyF Hvlb66fUXTmElLBTGm43 uJDTKiLaeCTYrd1LCE0B EZsI6jksTMBNns4gk+dUo fR0q7khbP1N8TGYmNGce h64yJHZpFbyr+53VSG10 HGZdJapmk80VRKrBVePo +7nPNqBVjRwjV3N2K6ZBo Qq0LqehC8BdfXibNi4rv Vfz7y3K1lsdRgGM4gTPw 4QqqcAd1aAAFCc/wCm/I oBf0jj7mrSsonzmCP0CfP x2ckIk=</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="CybGfNEjA 1jrkbKFJiBoyuo4YTo=" >AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3 4WetX1aOXYBE8SNkVQY+1 XjxWsB/YLiWbZtvQbLIk WaEs/RdePCji1X/jzX9j 2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu rOd9o5XVtfWNzcJWcXtnd 2+/dHDYNCrVlDWoEkq3Q 2KY4JI1LLeCtRPNSBwK1 gpHt1O/9cS04Uo+2HHCg pgMJI84JdZJj109VL3s5r w26ZXKXsWbAS8TPydlyF Hvlb66fUXTmElLBTGm43 uJDTKiLaeCTYrd1LCE0B EZsI6jksTMBNns4gk+dUo fR0q7khbP1N8TGYmNGce h64yJHZpFbyr+53VSG10 HGZdJapmk80VRKrBVePo +7nPNqBVjRwjV3N2K6ZBo Qq0LqehC8BdfXibNi4rv Vfz7y3K1lsdRgGM4gTPw 4QqqcAd1aAAFCc/wCm/I oBf0jj7mrSsonzmCP0CfP x2ckIk=</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="CybGfNEjA 1jrkbKFJiBoyuo4YTo=" >AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3 4WetX1aOXYBE8SNkVQY+1 XjxWsB/YLiWbZtvQbLIk WaEs/RdePCji1X/jzX9j 2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu rOd9o5XVtfWNzcJWcXtnd 2+/dHDYNCrVlDWoEkq3Q 2KY4JI1LLeCtRPNSBwK1 gpHt1O/9cS04Uo+2HHCg pgMJI84JdZJj109VL3s5r w26ZXKXsWbAS8TPydlyF Hvlb66fUXTmElLBTGm43 uJDTKiLaeCTYrd1LCE0B EZsI6jksTMBNns4gk+dUo fR0q7khbP1N8TGYmNGce h64yJHZpFbyr+53VSG10 HGZdJapmk80VRKrBVePo +7nPNqBVjRwjV3N2K6ZBo Qq0LqehC8BdfXibNi4rv Vfz7y3K1lsdRgGM4gTPw 4QqqcAd1aAAFCc/wCm/I oBf0jj7mrSsonzmCP0CfP x2ckIk=</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="CybGfNEjA 1jrkbKFJiBoyuo4YTo=" >AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ3 4WetX1aOXYBE8SNkVQY+1 XjxWsB/YLiWbZtvQbLIk WaEs/RdePCji1X/jzX9j 2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhu rOd9o5XVtfWNzcJWcXtnd 2+/dHDYNCrVlDWoEkq3Q 2KY4JI1LLeCtRPNSBwK1 gpHt1O/9cS04Uo+2HHCg pgMJI84JdZJj109VL3s5r w26ZXKXsWbAS8TPydlyF Hvlb66fUXTmElLBTGm43 uJDTKiLaeCTYrd1LCE0B EZsI6jksTMBNns4gk+dUo fR0q7khbP1N8TGYmNGce h64yJHZpFbyr+53VSG10 HGZdJapmk80VRKrBVePo +7nPNqBVjRwjV3N2K6ZBo Qq0LqehC8BdfXibNi4rv Vfz7y3K1lsdRgGM4gTPw 4QqqcAd1aAAFCc/wCm/I oBf0jj7mrSsonzmCP0CfP x2ckIk=</latexit>
⇢TBA,B
<latexit sh a1_base64="2yeix18zE OmnZ16Y3IevxqyAqpA=" >AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3 js9bXqEs3wSK4kDIjgi5r 3bis0Be0Y8mkmTY0kwxJ plCG/okbF4q49U/c+Tem 7Sy09cC9HM65l9ycMOFM G8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/ YND9+i4qWWqCG0QyaVqh 1hTzgRtGGY4bSeK4jjkt BWO7md+a0yVZlLUzSShQ YwHgkWMYGOlnut21VA+Zf VeddrL7i5td0te2ZsDrR I/JyXIUeu5X92+JGlMhS Eca93xvcQEGVaGEU6nxW 6qaYLJCA9ox1KBY6qDbH7 5FJ1bpY8iqWwJg+bq740 Mx1pP4tBOxtgM9bI3E// zOqmJboOMiSQ1VJDFQ1H KkZFoFgPqM0WJ4RNLMFHM 3orIECtMjA2raEPwl7+8 SppXZd8r+4/XpUo1j6MA p3AGF+DDDVTgAWrQAAJj eIZXeHMy58V5dz4Wo2tOv nMCf+B8/gAKp5NB</lat exit><latexit sh a1_base64="2yeix18zE OmnZ16Y3IevxqyAqpA=" >AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3 js9bXqEs3wSK4kDIjgi5r 3bis0Be0Y8mkmTY0kwxJ plCG/okbF4q49U/c+Tem 7Sy09cC9HM65l9ycMOFM G8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/ YND9+i4qWWqCG0QyaVqh 1hTzgRtGGY4bSeK4jjkt BWO7md+a0yVZlLUzSShQ YwHgkWMYGOlnut21VA+Zf VeddrL7i5td0te2ZsDrR I/JyXIUeu5X92+JGlMhS Eca93xvcQEGVaGEU6nxW 6qaYLJCA9ox1KBY6qDbH7 5FJ1bpY8iqWwJg+bq740 Mx1pP4tBOxtgM9bI3E// zOqmJboOMiSQ1VJDFQ1H KkZFoFgPqM0WJ4RNLMFHM 3orIECtMjA2raEPwl7+8 SppXZd8r+4/XpUo1j6MA p3AGF+DDDVTgAWrQAAJj eIZXeHMy58V5dz4Wo2tOv nMCf+B8/gAKp5NB</lat exit><latexit sh a1_base64="2yeix18zE OmnZ16Y3IevxqyAqpA=" >AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3 js9bXqEs3wSK4kDIjgi5r 3bis0Be0Y8mkmTY0kwxJ plCG/okbF4q49U/c+Tem 7Sy09cC9HM65l9ycMOFM G8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/ YND9+i4qWWqCG0QyaVqh 1hTzgRtGGY4bSeK4jjkt BWO7md+a0yVZlLUzSShQ YwHgkWMYGOlnut21VA+Zf VeddrL7i5td0te2ZsDrR I/JyXIUeu5X92+JGlMhS Eca93xvcQEGVaGEU6nxW 6qaYLJCA9ox1KBY6qDbH7 5FJ1bpY8iqWwJg+bq740 Mx1pP4tBOxtgM9bI3E// zOqmJboOMiSQ1VJDFQ1H KkZFoFgPqM0WJ4RNLMFHM 3orIECtMjA2raEPwl7+8 SppXZd8r+4/XpUo1j6MA p3AGF+DDDVTgAWrQAAJj eIZXeHMy58V5dz4Wo2tOv nMCf+B8/gAKp5NB</lat exit><latexit sh a1_base64="2yeix18zE OmnZ16Y3IevxqyAqpA=" >AAAB+XicbVDLSgMxFL3 js9bXqEs3wSK4kDIjgi5r 3bis0Be0Y8mkmTY0kwxJ plCG/okbF4q49U/c+Tem 7Sy09cC9HM65l9ycMOFM G8/7dtbWNza3tgs7xd29/ YND9+i4qWWqCG0QyaVqh 1hTzgRtGGY4bSeK4jjkt BWO7md+a0yVZlLUzSShQ YwHgkWMYGOlnut21VA+Zf VeddrL7i5td0te2ZsDrR I/JyXIUeu5X92+JGlMhS Eca93xvcQEGVaGEU6nxW 6qaYLJCA9ox1KBY6qDbH7 5FJ1bpY8iqWwJg+bq740 Mx1pP4tBOxtgM9bI3E// zOqmJboOMiSQ1VJDFQ1H KkZFoFgPqM0WJ4RNLMFHM 3orIECtMjA2raEPwl7+8 SppXZd8r+4/XpUo1j6MA p3AGF+DDDVTgAWrQAAJj eIZXeHMy58V5dz4Wo2tOv nMCf+B8/gAKp5NB</lat exit>
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FIGURE 4.2: a) MPS representation of a quantum state jyi and its struc-
ture at each site i. b) Reduced density matrix representation of two sub-
systems A and B, i.e., rA,B and its partial transpose r
TB
A,B which is carried
out in region B. c) MPS representation of the thermal state jybi. Auxil-
iary degrees of freedom s¯i have been introduced to purify the thermal
state. d) Reduced thermal density matrix between two regions A and
B. Note that all other degrees of freedoms have been traced out.
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Ts1a1 . . . T
si
ai 1,ai . . . T
sL
aL 1 js1 . . . si . . . sLi, (4.23)
where each Tsiai 1,ai is a rank-3 tensor, which therefore depends on the local state jsii.
The MPS representation thermal states which are along with an extra index s¯i for





Ts1s¯1a1 . . . T
sis¯i
ai 1,ai . . .
. . . TsLs¯LaL 1 js1s¯1 . . . sis¯i . . . sLs¯Li. (4.24)
Note that in the case of thermal states the auxiliary degrees of freedom must be
traced out. Thus the reduced density matrix and its partial transpose for both pure
and thermal states will have the same form. Fig. 4.2 shows the reduced density
matrix and its partial transpose using MPS based diagrams.








j (s1 . . . si . . . s`)A, (s1 . . . si . . . s`)B i
h (s01 . . . s0i . . . s0`)A, (s01 . . . s0i . . . s0`)B j, (4.25)



























































j (s1 . . . si . . . s`)A, (s1 . . . si . . . s`)B i
h (s01 . . . s0i . . . s0`)A, (s01 . . . s0i . . . s0`)B j. (4.28)
Note that in Eq. (4.28), the partial transpose operation is performed by acting on
block B by exchanging the indices in the coefficient matrix C.
In our calculations we consider a chain of length L = 200, which is sufficiently
large that boundary or finite size effects can be neglected for both ground state and
nonzero temperature. The two blocks have the same size ` and are situated in the
middle of the chain, i.e., the positions of the left edge of each block are respectively
L
2  d2 , with d the distance between them. For the TEBD calculations we ensure that
our results are converged with respect to the bond dimension cmax. In particular,
we find that in both the phases (h/J < 1 or h/J > 1), cmax = 32 is sufficient to get a
converged results for block sizes ` = 1 . . . 5. For larger values of ` > 5 it is difficult
to go to higher values of cmax due to larger memory requirement, however, we
have checked carefully that the ground states of the calculations are converged with
respect to the chosen cmax values for all h/J, see Fig. 4.3. For nonzero temperature,
we employ a second order Suzuki-Trotter decomposition with an imaginary time
step of db = 0.005/J, to cool the system from b = 0.0 down to the considered
temperature b = 1T .
4.6 Results
After having presented our numerical techniques, we will now present our results.
In subsection 4.6.1 we discuss the entanglement properties for the ground state, and
afterwards in subsection 4.6.2, we consider the case of thermal states.
4.6.1 Logarithmic negativity in ground states
The logarithmic negativity computed in the ground state of the TFIM is depicted in
Fig. 4.3 for various values of the transverse field h, from top to bottom, and several
subsystem sizes `. Distance d = 0 refers to the case of the two blocks located directly
next to each other, d = 1 to the case where there is one site in between, and so on.
Let us first analyze the ferromagnetic phase described by h = 0.8 and h = 0.9.
For ` = 2, the logarithmic negativity drops to zero at d = 2. By increasing the
size of the blocks, the entanglement threshold d increases, which means that the
two blocks remain entangled over a longer distance. Up to ` = 4 we can accurately
detect d, while for ` > 4 the logarithmic negativity reaches the numerical precision
in a smooth way before the appearance of a sudden death of the entanglement,
making it difficult to unambiguously extract d.
Comparing the results of the entanglement threshold at criticality, h/J = 1 with
h/J = 0.8 and h/J = 0.9, we observe that for ` = 2 they have the same value d = 2.
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On the other hand, the results start to differ increasing the subsystem size `, as one
can see for ` = 3 and ` = 4, where the logarithmic negativity drops to zero at a sub-
stantially longer distance compared to the ferromagnetic phase. This reveals how
the presence of the long-ranged quantum correlations enhances the entanglement
between two separated relatively large blocks. In particular, for ` > 4 one obtains
d > 30, where the entanglement threshold is beyond what we can reach reliably
numerically.
For the paramagnetic phase we consider the fields h/J = 1.5 and h/J = 2.0.
On general grounds, we see in Fig. 4.3 that the logarithmic negativity drops to zero
earlier compared to the cases h/J  1, leading to a smaller entanglement threshold.
For example, for ` = 2 the entanglement vanishes after one site separation d = 1.
Moreover, we observe that there is a dependency of d on the value of the field h/J.
For all the subsystem sizes ` considered, the higher the field h/J the smaller the
entanglement threshold d.
All the three different regimes studied share the same behavior for the entangle-
ment when ` = 1. In the case each block has a single spin, the logarithmic negativity
vanishes unless the two sites are at most next-nearest neighbors, i.e. d = 1. The re-
sult obtained at criticality is particularly surprising since one might expect that the
long-ranged quantum fluctuations would lead also to long-ranged entanglement.
We find that the strong quantum character of the critical point becomes manifest for
large block sizes. In order to understand the sharp entanglement threshold for ` = 1
we provide a simple model system in Sec. 4.7.
4.6.2 Logarithmic negativity at nonzero temperature
Switching from zero to finite temperature, thermal excitations start to play an im-
portant role. For example, the one-dimensional TFIM has a phase transition only at
zero temperature [172]. This means that the correlation length stays finite through
all values of the transverse field h.
Fig. 4.4 shows the logarithmic negativity as a function of temperature T/J and
the field h/J. We consider a chain of L = 200 lattice sites, and each of the two
partitions contains ` = 4 spins. From Fig. 4.4 (a) to Fig. 4.4 (d) we increase the dis-
tance d between the two partitions from d = 0 to d = 3. Generally we notice that the
higher the temperature, the more entanglement is suppressed. This observation is in
agreement with the expectation that thermal fluctuations tend to suppress quantum
coherence and consequently entanglement. In the opposite regime of low tempera-
ture, the logarithmic negativity shows a peak in the vicinity of the quantum phase
transition which also survives at nonzero temperature.
We will now study quantitatively how the logarithmic negativity decays by in-
creasing the distance d between the two partitions at finite temperature. Fig. 4.5
shows EN as a function of the distance d for different values of the inverse tempera-
ture bJ at a fixed h/J = 1.0. At very large temperature, here bJ = 5.0 in Fig. 4.5 (a),
the thermal fluctuations have a strong influence on the entanglement. For the parti-










































FIGURE 4.3: Logarithmic negativity as a function of distance between
two blocks of size ` from ` = 1 to ` = 7 in the ground state of the TFIM.
In order to avoid finite-size effects, the two partitions are centered at
the middle of the chain with L = 200 lattice sites with maximum bond
dimension cmax = 32. We show EN for different values of the trans-
verse field h/J from h/J = 0.8 (a) and h/J = 0.9 (b) (ferromagnetic
phase) to h/J = 1.0 (c) (criticality) to h/J = 1.5 (d) and h/J = 2.0 (d)
(paramagnetic phase). The dashed lines in the (b) and (c) for ` = 6, 7
show EN for cmax = 24.










































FIGURE 4.4: Color code plot of EN between two subsystems A and B
with size ` = 4 as a function of temperature and transverse field for a
chain of L = 200 spins. Each panel is for a different distance d. from
d = 0 (a) to d = 3 (d). Note that for the panels from (b) to (d) EN is







































FIGURE 4.5: Logarithmic negativity EN as a function of distance d at
h/J = 1.0 for various temperatures from bJ = 5.0 to bJ = 50.0 for
system size of L = 200.
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FIGURE 4.6: Entanglement threshold d for different subsystem size `
for both the ground state and thermal states, for three different trans-
verse field h/J. As temperature reduces, d saturates to a constant
value. The value of d in the ground state (GS) has been shown as
an upper bound for the d at nonzero temperature.
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means two spins are entangled only when they are nearest-neighbors. For `  2, the
logarithmic negativity vanishes after the separation of one lattice site, i.e., d = 1.
By reducing the temperature to bJ = 15, thermal fluctuations remain sufficiently
strong to restrict the entanglement threshold considerably. As shown in Fig. 4.5 (b),
for ` = 1, the logarithmic negativity between two blocks vanishes as soon as the
distance between them is more than zero site. For ` = 2 and ` = 3 however two
blocks remain entangled for a few more sites but of substantially shorter distance
compared to the ground state. The thermal fluctuations show their dominant effect
better for larger block size. One can see this by looking at the cases ` = 4 and ` = 5.
Both drop to zero at approximately the same distance. Reducing the temperature
further, the effect of thermal fluctuations becomes smaller as expected. For example
in Fig. 4.5 for bJ = 25.0 and bJ = 35.0, the logarithmic negativity for ` = 4 and ` = 5
drops to zero at different threshold distances as a consequence of the less dominant
effect of thermal fluctuations. The value of d for l = 3 has converged for these bJ’s
but not for ` = 4, 5.
The behavior of the entanglement threshold as function of temperature for dif-
ferent ` and transverse field is shown in Fig. 4.6. Away from criticality the entangle-
ment threshold saturates quickly to a constant value for each `, see Fig. 4.6 (a) and
(c). With reducing temperature, d does not change and reaches to its final value at
ground state which is an upper bound for d at finite T. Let us point out that the
yellow curve in Fig. 4.6 (a) corresponding to ` = 3, seems to reach convergence al-
ready at bJ = 50.0. Nevertheless, this value differs by one lattice site from the result
obtained for the ground state. This is due to how close we are to the ground state.
The thermal activation of the lowest energy excitation is proportional to e bs with s
the gap. For h/J = 1.0, we have s = 2p/L such that e bs  10 1 which means we
need to be of much lower temperature to suppress thermal excitations.
At criticality, the entanglement threshold d increases with decreasing tempera-
ture, Fig. 4.6 (b). For small `  2 the value of d converges to its value in the ground
state at some temperature. The convergence to the entanglement threshold in the
ground state becomes slower for large value of `. In other words d increases by
increasing ` and reducing the temperature, see Fig. 4.6 (b) for ` = 3, 4, 5.
4.7 Entanglement threshold from effective two-level sys-
tems
In this section we want to shed some light on the sudden drop of the logarithmic
negativity for two spins by providing a simple effective model. Of central impor-
tance in this analysis is the possibility of writing, on general grounds, any hermitian
operator of a L-spin system in terms of direct products of Pauli operators. In par-
ticular, we focus on the density matrix since it plays the main role in computing the











 sanLlL , (4.29)
where am = 0, x, y, z, and s0 = 12 the 2 2 unit matrix. From Eq. (4.29), the density







The case we study is a two-spin problem. We consider two spins and label the
position of one of them at site 1 and the other at site 1+ d. This choice permits us to
deal with a small number of correlation functions, leading to a simple and intuitive
analytical condition for having non vanishing logarithmic negativity. In particular
we focus on the paramagnetic phase, where the structure of the reduced density
matrix allows us to derive a condition for nonzero logarithmic negativity from an
effective two-level system.
4.7.1 Reduced density matrix in the paramagnetic phase
In the paramagnetic phase, the 4 4 reduced density matrix rA,B written in the basis
fj #, #i, j #, "i, j ", #i, j ", "ig, is characterized by having nonzero entries only on the
diagonal and the anti-diagonal:
rA,B =
0BB@
rA,B(1, 1) 0 0 rA,B(1, 4)
0 rA,B(2, 2) rA,B(2, 3) 0
0 rA,B(3, 2) rA,B(3, 3) 0
rA,B(4, 1) 0 0 rA,B(4, 4)
1CCA . (4.30)
The reason for the vanishing of the other matrix elements is symmetries of the
Hamiltonian, as one can directly see from writing those entries in terms of the re-
spective two-point correlation functions. For example, let us consider rA,B(1, 2) =
r0,x   rz,x + i(r0,y   rz,y), in which ra1,a1+d = hsa11 sa1+d1+d i. Since we are evaluating the
correlation functions in the ground state and the system is symmetric under time
reversal, it follows that r0,y = rz,y = 0. Moreover, in the paramagnetic phase where
the ground state does not break the Z2 symmetry, we also have r0,x = rz,x = 0.
Taking into account all these considerations we conclude that rA,B(1, 2) = 0 and
similar argumentations hold for the other matrix elements rA,B(1, 3), rA,B(2, 4) and
rA,B(3, 4).
The partial transpose of the density matrix is therefore determined by two un-
coupled effective two-level systems:
rTA,B =
0BB@
rA,B(1, 1) rA,B(2, 3) 0 0
rA,B(3, 2) rA,B(4, 4) 0 0
0 0 rA,B(2, 2) rA,B(1, 4)
0 0 rA,B(4, 1) rA,B(3, 3)
1CCA . (4.31)
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For the sake of simplicity, let us focus only on one two-level system, since both of
them have the same features:
rTLS1 =

rA,B(1, 1) rA,B(2, 3)
rA,B(3, 2) rA,B(4, 4)

. (4.32)
Let us denote with d = rA,B(2, 3) the coupling between the two levels, with E
the eigenvalues of the matrix (4.32) and with E  = rA,B(1, 1), E+ = rA,B(4, 4) the
unperturbed ones. For an illustration see Fig. 4.7.
The picture of the two-level system in Eq. (4.31) gives a simple physical expla-
nation for the spatial behavior of the logarithmic negativity. Although the reduced
density matrix rA,B always has positive eigenvalues since it is a semi-positively de-
fined operator, the partially transposed matrix rTA,B can have negative ones, when at
least one of the two two-level systems has negative eigenvalues. This can lead to a
nonvanishing logarithmic negativity.
Condition for non-vanishing logarithmic negativity
With increasing d the splitting between E+ and E  increases, which for sufficiently
large d turns one of the eigenvalues negative. In order to obtain a more quantitative
description of the behavior of the logarithmic negativity, we solve the eigenvalue
problem of the matrix (4.32), and similarly for the other two-level system, searching
for the conditions which lead to a negative eigenvalue and therefore to a nonvan-
ishing logarithmic negativity. As a result we obtain the following inequalities:
r2A,B(2, 3) > rA,B(1, 1)rA,B(4, 4), (4.33)
r2A,B(1, 4) > rA,B(2, 2)rA,B(3, 3). (4.34)
Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) give a quantitative statement concerning how strong the cou-
plings rA,B(2, 3), rA,B(1, 4)must be to lower the eigenvalue below zero.
To achieve a better physical intuition for the behavior of the logarithmic nega-
tivity as a function of distance, we express the conditions (4.33) and (4.34) in terms
of the two-point correlation functions using the prescription in Eq. (4.29). These
functions, in some particular limiting cases, are described by universal behaviors
allowing a simple analysis of the conditions (4.33) and (4.34) and consequently it is
possible to have a clear idea on the spatial structure of the logarithmic negativity for
two spins. For simplicity we consider only Eq. (4.33), but similar observations hold
for Eq. (4.34). Since
rA,B(2, 3) = rx,x + ry,y (4.35)
rA,B(1, 1) = 1+ rz,z   r0,z   rz,0 (4.36)
rA,B(4, 4) = 1+ rz,z + r0,z + rz,0, (4.37)
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eig(⇢TLS1 )
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FIGURE 4.7: Eigenvalues E of the partially transposed reduced den-
sity matrix rTLS1 in Eq. (4.32), as a function of d . While the full lines cor-
respond to E, the dotted ones correspond to the unperturbed eigen-
values E. When d is sufficiently large such that the eigenvalue E 
becomes negative, the logarithmic negativity starts to take a nonzero
value.
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Eq. (4.33) reads
(1  rz,z)2 (rz,0   r0,z)2 <
(rx,x   ry,y)2 + (rx,y + ry,x)2.
(4.38)
Eq. (4.38) can be further simplified noting that the translational invariance of the sys-
tem implies r0,z = rz,0. Moreover, the terms rx,y and ry,x vanish because the entries
of the reduced density matrix rA,B have to be real due to time-reversal symmetry.
Using all this information, Eq. (4.38) simplifies to
(1  rz,z)2 < (rx,x   ry,y)2. (4.39)
In other words, using the definition of the coefficients: rx,x = hsx1 sxd+1i, ry,y =
hsy1syd+1i and rz,z = hsz1szd+1i, we can rewrite Eq. (4.39) as following
(1  hsz1szd+1i)2 < (hsx1 sxd+1i   hsy1syd+1i)2. (4.40)
Vanishing logarithmic negativity at large distance
From Eq. (4.39) one can directly see the vanishing logarithmic negativity when the
two spins are very far apart. In this regime, the correlation functions follow a generic
behavior:
rx,x = hsx1 sxd+1i  e d/xx  !d!¥ 0. (4.41)
ry,y = hsy1syd+1i  e d/xy  !d!¥ 0. (4.42)
rz,z = hsz1szd+1i  hsz1ihszd+1i 6= 0. (4.43)
Thus, in the limit d ! ¥, both rx,x and ry,y go to zero and therefore the inequality
(4.39) cannot be satisfied leading to a vanishing logarithmic negativity. In addition,
the two-level system description is able to predict that the logarithmic negativity
is zero not only in the singular point d = ¥, but in an interval of nonzero extent
d < ¥. For a general field h in the paramagnetic phase, h > hc, both the magne-
tization and correlation along z are finite but smaller than one. Consequently, the
diagonal elements in the matrix (4.32) are strictly larger than zero, as one can real-
ize from Eqs. (4.36) and (4.37). In order to argue the existence of a finite interval
of distances where the logarithmic negativity vanishes, let us first begin from the
case where the two spins are infinitely far apart from each other, meaning that the
matrix (4.32) is diagonal because of the exponential suppression of the off-diagonal
elements announced by Eqs. (4.41), (4.42) and (4.35). As the distance d decreases, the
off-diagonal element rA(2, 3) = d starts to have a nonzero value, affecting pertur-
batively the eigenvalue of the matrix (4.32). In particular, using perturbation theory
in d, the shift of the eigenvalues is proportional to the square of the coupling of the
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two level system d
E = E 
d2
E+   E  , (4.44)
supposing that E are nondegenerate. Let us point out that the unperturbed eigen-
values E, appearing in Eq. (4.44), cannot assume negative values since they corre-
spond to the diagonal elements of rA,B which are probabilities. As a consequence,
d must be sufficiently large to make at least one eigenvalue negative. This can oc-
cur only when the distance between the two spins is less than a certain threshold,
d < d˜, since the strength of d is exponentially suppressed with d as suggested by
Eqs. (4.41), (4.42) and (4.35).
While the condition for nonzero logarithmic negativity in Eq. (4.39) holds also for
small distances d, the exponential structures of the correlation functions in Eqs. (4.41),
(4.42) are no longer valid since they describe the asymptotic behavior in the limit
d ! ¥. Nevertheless, the strength of d decreases with d, as we observe from the
nonzero entanglement between the two spins in the paramagnetic phase at short
distance, see Fig. 4.3 panels (d) and (e). Moreover, nonzero entanglement between
two spins at short distances was already shown in a variety of works [131, 128, 129,
130, 132].
4.7.2 Reduced density matrix at the critical point
The two-level system description introduced in the previous section holds also at
criticality, since only in the symmetry-broken phase thematrix elements r0,x, rz,x, r0,y, rz,y
are nonzero.
The main difference to the paramagnetic phase consists in the functional form of
the order parameter correlation function (4.41). Specifically, it exhibits a power law
decay instead of an exponential one: rx,x  d h, with h the critical exponent of the
correlation function whose value depends on the universality class of the problem.
For the 1D-Ising transverse field, h = 1/4. Although we mentioned differences
between the two regimes, the same conclusion concerning the spatial structure of
the two-spins holds.
4.8 Discussion
In this chapter we have studied the spatial entanglement structure of the transverse-
field Ising chain at zero and nonzero temperatures. Specifically, we have investi-
gated the logarithmic negativity between two disjoint blocks of equal size ` as a
function of their separation, which is an entanglement analog to a quantum correla-
tion function.
We have found that for any fixed size ` of the blocks there exists an entanglement
threshold at a distance d beyond which the logarithmic negativity vanishes iden-
tically. This holds across the whole phase diagram of the system including also the
quantum critical point where the system exhibits long-ranged quantum correlations.
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The influence of temperature onto the spatial entanglement structure as measured
by the logarithmic negativity depends crucially on the size ` of the blocks. The
larger d (for increasing `) the more important the influence of temperature, cutting
off long-range entanglement.
For small blocks ` the entanglement threshold d appears on short distances on
the order of a few lattice spacings even at the quantum critical point. In this case
the precise value of d is determined by nonuniversal short-distance properties that
depend on the microscopic details of the model. However, using a simple effective
model we have found for the case ` = 1 that the existence of the threshold d can be
derived solely from the universal long-distance properties.
A vanishing logarithmic negativity for blocks of size ` = 1 implies that the two
corresponding qubits are unentangled, because the PPT criterion (whose violation
is measured by the negativity) for the separability of a quantum state is not only
necessary but also sufficient. For larger blocks ` > 1 the PPT criterion is not suffi-
cient anymore, such that a vanishing logarithmic negativity at distances larger than
d does not necessarily imply that the two blocks are completely unentangled. Thus,
we cannot exclude that there exist other measures signaling nonzero entanglement.
However, it is important to note that the logarithmic negativity gives a bound on the
distillable entanglement, such that a vanishing logarithmic negativity implies that
no Bell pairs can be extracted from the state.
At first sight the already known result of a finite entanglement threshold d < ¥
for ` = 1 at the critical point might not comply with expectations originating from
strong quantum correlations or the well-established violation of the area law for the
entanglement entropy. The results of our work provide a quantitative description of
the crossover from ` = 1 to ` 1 upon increasing `.
We have studied the spatial entanglement structure for the transverse-field Ising
chain so that it is a natural question to which extent our results extend to a broader
class of systems. The effective model for the reduced density matrix at ` = 1, which
we used to argue about the existence of an entanglement threshold, can be straight-
forwardly applied to other models as well, independent of the dimension provided
the blocks consist of spin-1/2 degrees of freedom and the system resides in a para-
magnetic phase. Our conclusions also hold for the critical point whenever the quan-
tum correlations are long-ranged along one particular direction. This might change,
for example, in the case the transition is associated with a broken U(1) instead of
Z2 symmetry. For larger block sizes ` > 1 the situation is much less clear on general




Eigenstate spin-glass order parameter
Very few believed [localization] at the time, and even fewer saw its importance;
among those who failed to fully understand it at first was certainly its author. It
has yet to receive adequate mathematical treatment, and one has to resort to the
indignity of numerical simulations to settle even the simplest questions about it.
—Philip W. Anderson, Nobel lecture, 8 December 1977
Recently, it has been proposed that phases of quantum many-body systems may
not only be characterized in terms of their thermodynamic properties but also on
the level of single eigenstates [173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 26, 179]. These so-called
eigenstate phases are protected by nonergodicity where the long-time dynamical
properties of the system cannot be captured by a thermodynamic ensemble. Conse-
quently, systems can exhibit order in steady states resulting from real-time dynamics
although the thermal states at the corresponding energy density are featureless. The
protecting nonergodicity can be generated by strong quenched disorder [180, 11,
181, 24, 182, 176, 183, 184, 185, 186, 26, 187, 188] or dynamical constraints due to
gauge invariance [189, 190, 191]. Recently, the dynamical signatures of such eigen-
state phases have been probed in experiments including the observation of many-
body localization (MBL) [192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197] or discrete time crystals [198,
199].
MBL phases may not only be characterized by their ergodicity breaking, but can
also host ordered phases such as the MBL spin-glass [173, 174, 179], see Fig. 5.1. The
MBL spin-glass is challenging to access in a dynamical measurement and therefore
experimentally since the conventionally used Edwards-Anderson order parameter
is a two-point correlation function in time. In this chapter, we show that MBL spin-
glass order can also be detected from two-site reduced density matrices, which we
use to construct an eigenstate spin-glass (ESG) order parameter.
5.1 MBL Spin-glass phase
As we mentioned before, we aim to show that MBL-SG order can be detected from
two-site reduced density matrices, which we use to construct an eigenstate spin-
glass (ESG) order parameter. The information about reduced density matrices and
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FIGURE 5.1: Phase diagram of the Ising model. e is the energy density
relative to total bandwidth. The axes give the energy density above the
ground state and the disorder strength. The colored areas are guides
to the eye. The data are obtained from finite size scaling of entangle-
ment difference, DSn = lim
t!¥ Sn(t)  Sn(0), after a local quench and the
spin-glass order parameter, Eq. 5.1; The thermal phase is characterized
by extended domain walls, the MBL paramagnetic phase by localized
domain walls which are created and removed in pairs (dashed), and
the MBL spin glass by localized nonoverlapping domain walls. Note
that this figure is the result from the reference [174].
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its properties has been described in section 4.2.1. We find that this ESG order param-
eter captures MBL-SG phases both in eigenstates as well as in the nonequilibrium
dynamics from a local in time measurement, which makes MBL-SG order accessible
within current experiments in quantum simulators. In previous works MBL spin
glass order in an eigenstate jYi has been detected for spin-1/2 systems using an







hYjszi szj jYi2 , (5.1)
where szi , i = 1, . . . , L, denotes Pauli matrices on site i with L the total number of
lattice sites. This order parameter requires access to single quantum many-body
eigenstates, which experimentally is not achievable and also limits numerical stud-
ies to exact diagonalization and therefore the reachable system sizes. While XEA can
also be rewritten in the time domain, a measurement of XEA then requires access to
a two-time correlation function at large times, which is experimentally challenging
and not possible within current quantum simulator implementations.
5.2 Eigenstate spin-glass order parameter
For the definition of the eigenstate spin-glass order parameter XESG, let us first fix
two lattice sites i and j. Moreover, let us denote the reduced density matrix of these
two sites by rij, which can be obtained from the full density matrix r by tracing
out the complement of the two sites i and j. The main idea behind XESG is to not
calculate the square of the spin-spin correlator in Eq. (5.1) for the full quantum
many-body eigenstate, but rather on the local equivalent which are the eigenstates
of the reduced density matrix rij. Accordingly, we diagonalize the 4  4 matrix
rij = ån p
ij








pijnhyijn jszi szj jyijn i2 . (5.2)










It is the central result of this work that for a paradigmatic MBL spin-glass model the
XESG detects the eigenstate spin-glass order as we show in detail below. Thus, MBL
spin-glass order doesn’t require knowledge of the full quantum many-body eigen-
state, but rather only the local information contained in the reduced density matrix.
We compare XESG and XEA both in the GS for large systems using DMRG and in
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highly-excited states using exact diagonalization. We find numerical evidence that
both of these quantities are not only quantitatively close but also can be used as or-
der parameters for the MBL spin glass transition in the studied model. Importantly,
we also show that XESG can be used as a dynamical measure to detect the MBL spin-
glass order. In particular, we find that for typical initial conditions, the long-time
limit of XESG is nonzero in the ordered phase and vanishes in the paramagnetic one.
However, towards the transition the dynamics becomes very slow such that access-
ing the structure of the transition remains challenging. In the end we will discuss
how to observe our findings in current experiments.
5.3 Model and method





























where sx,zi , i = 1, . . . , L are the Pauli matrices and L denotes the total number of
lattice sites. All the parameters appearing in this model are random and taken from
uniform distributions. We choose Jzi 2 [ J, J] and hxi 2 [ h, h] from uniform box
distribution. For vanishing Jxi the model reduces to the transverse field Ising chain,
which is integrable and exactly solvable by a mapping to a quadratic fermionic the-
ory using a Jordan-Wigner transformation [201]. To make the model generic and
non-integrable we add a weak random Jxi 2 [  h4 , h4 ] term, which becomes equiva-
lent to a two-particle interaction in the fermionic language and renders the model
non-integrable.
The transverse-field Ising chain with Jxi = 0 exhibits a T = 0 quantum phase
transition from a paramagnetic (J < h) state to a doubly degenerate spin-glass
ground state (J > h) [2]. In order to explore the ground state physics for the in-
teracting model at Jxi 6= 0, we use density-matrix renormalization group (DMRG)
techniques within a matrix product state formulation [202] and used second order
Suzuki-Trotter decomposition to exponentiate the unitary operator [203]. This al-
lows us to probe the phase transition for large system sizes reducing finite-size ef-
fects. In order to access the high energy eigenstates we use standard exact diago-
nalization and typically calculate 16 eigenstates from the middle of the spectrum
and perform an average of XESG over this set of states. At excited energies around
 1000 disorder configurations are used to perform statistical averaging of XEA and
XESG, while in ground state  100 disorder realizations are considered for averag-
ing. Finally, for simulating the dynamics for large system sizes the time-evolving
block decimation technique is used. To minimize finite-size effects, we calculate
XEA and XESG by averaging not over all pairs (i, j) of lattice sites but rather restrict
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to those pairs with ji   jj > 4. Also to minimize the edge effects for such small
system sizes we excluded the edge site contribution in XEA and XESG.
5.4 Eigenstate results
First we study the XESG in eigenstates and compare it to the Edwards-Anderson
order parameter XEA . In Fig. 5.2(a-d) we plot both XEA and XESG for the ground
state calculated using the density-matrix renormalization group for system sizes
L = 32, 48, 64 and exact diagonalization for L = 8, 12, 16 as a function of the spin-
spin coupling strength strength J/h. The top panel shows the ground state results.
As expected, for weak couplings (J/h < 1.5) the system is in a paramagnetic phase
and thus XEA vanishes. The XESG is showing an analogous behavior, as can be seen
in Fig. 5.2(b). In the spin-glass phase XEA is finite and almost independent of sys-
tems size, as we find also for XESG, see Fig. 5.2(b). Overall, these results suggest that
the XESG parameter can be taken as an order parameter for the spin-glass quantum
phase transition in the considered model.
In Fig. 5.2(c-d) we study spin-glass order in excited states of the same model
Eq. (5.4) where we observe an overall similar behavior. For sufficiently weak cou-
plings both XEA and XESG take small values indicating that the system does not
exhibit MBL-SG order. This is different for large couplings where both XEA and
XESG saturate to a large nonzero value almost independent of system size. More
quantitatively, we analyze the finite size dependence for strong and weak couplings
by plotting both the eigenstate order parameters as a function of 1/L for several dis-
order values (J/h = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 2.5) in Fig. 5.2(e-f). While for large couplings both
XEA and XESG are almost independent of system size, at weak couplings a linear
extrapolation in 1/L suggests vanishing values. This extrapolation should be taken
only as a guide to the eye as the precise functional form of the L-dependence is not
known. Due to the limited system sizes and the resulting strong finite-size effects
we don’t attempt to extract the MBL-SG transition from the exact diagonalization
data. We find, however, that the measurement of XESG in the real-time dynamics, as
discussed in the following, is much better suited for that purpose.
5.4.1 Quench dynamics
It is a crucial observation that XESG can be computed for any state. In particular, we
now show that this makes it possible to monitor the buildup of MBL-SG order in the
quantum real-time dynamics from a local in time measurement. This observation is
not only useful from a theoretical point of view, but also makes the observation of
MBL-SG phases accessible for current experiments in quantum simulators.
In the following we study the real-time evolution of the ESG order parameter
XESG(t) from initial spin configurations with random orientations along the sx di-
rection therefore respecting the Z2 symmetry of the Hamiltonian. We compute the
dynamics using time dependent DMRG (tDMRG) or TEBD using the second order
Trotter decomposition with dt = 0.01, where we kept only those states with singular








































































FIGURE 5.2: Eigenstate spin-glass order. Upper panel: (a) Shows
the Edwards-Anderson order parameter, XEA, in the ground state of
the Hamiltonian Eq. (5.4) obtained using DMRG for system sizes L =
32, 48, 64 as a function of coupling strength J/h. While for weak cou-
plings XEA approaches zero, for large J/h & 1.5 XEA becomes nonva-
nishing in the expected spin-glass ordered phase. (b) The eigenstate
spin-glass order parameter XESG in the ground state for the same sys-
tem sizes. (c) XEA in excited states from the center of the spectrum for
system sizes L = 10, 12, 14, 16 obtained 4from exact diagonalization,
and compared to XESG (d). In (e-f) we show the finite-size dependence
of XESG for excited states. For couplings J/h . 1, XESG tends towards
a vanishing value for increasing system sizes, whereas for J/h & 1 it is
large and nonzero. The included lines are a guide to the eye and don’t
represent a quantitative extrapolation.
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values above 10 9. An analysis of the numerical accuracy and time steps in TEBD
calculations can be found in the appendix C.
Initial state along sx
In Fig. 5.3 we show the dynamical evolution of XESG, where we compare two repre-
sentatives for the temporal behavior for weak couplings in Fig. 5.3a and for strong
couplings in Fig. 5.3b, respectively. At t = 0 we have that XESG(t = 0) = 0 since the
initial condition is structureless and does not contain any spatial correlations. In the
transient stage of the dynamics we observe an increase of XESG(t) to nonzero values
as a consequence of an initial buildup of spatial correlations. On longer time scales
two qualitatively different dynamical regimes emerge depending on the coupling
strength, suggesting that MBL-SG order can be detected from the long-time limit of
XESG(t). While for weak couplings XESG(t) decays for increasing time, this is not
the case for strong couplings, where XESG(t) saturates to a nonzero value.
Initial state with broken Z2 symmetry
In this section we show additional data for quench dynamics when the initial state
breaks the IsingZ2 symmetry by choosing product states aligned along the z-direction.
As seen in Fig. 5.4 we observe the same long-time dynamics as for the initial condi-
tion studied in the main text.For weak couplings the XESG values goes to zero with
increasing system sizes at long times. For large couplings instead, XESG remains
finite at long times for all system sizes.
























FIGURE 5.3: Quench dynamics. Dynamical evolution of XESG starting
from a state where all spins are initially aligned along the transverse
direction. (a) For weak couplings J/h = 1.0 XESG is small and decays
on long-time scales. (b) For larger couplings in the eigenstate spin-glass
ordered phase J/h = 3.0, XESG increases steadily with time approach-
ing a nonzero value in the long-time limit. The shaded region indicates
the statistical error in the data due to a finite set of disorder averages.

























FIGURE 5.4: Quench dynamics (a) Shows the dynamical evolution of
XESG starting from an initial state where all spins initially align along
the z- direction. Because of the initially broken Z2 symmetry at t = 0,
theXESG is non-zero as seen in both the plots. For weak coupling J/h =
1.0 the XESG decays at long times. (b) For strong couplings J = 3.0 the
XESG becomes finite instead. The shaded region indicates the statistical
error in the data.
Idenfifying the transition dynamically in time
Figure 5.5 demonstrates how one could possibly identify the MBL-SG transition dy-
namically. In each of the panels of this figure we plot for different system size the
value of XESG as a function of the coupling strength and how this value changes
as a function of time t. For each L one can identify two dynamical regimes, one
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where XESG increases and one where XESG decays as a function of time within ac-
cessible time scales in numerical simulation. We identify the regime where XESG
goes to a nonzero value as the MBL-SG phase. From the plots in Fig. 5.5 we observe
a crossing point for each system size which suggest that it might be possible to es-
timate the critical coupling strength for the MBL-SG transition using XESG. From
our current data, however, this does not appear to be possible accurately. For the
exactly solvable case Jxi = 0, it is well known that the MBL spin-glass transition is
located at J/h = 1 [201]. Computing with tDMRG the dynamics for the same sys-
tem sizes and times, we find that in this case the crossing point is located around
J  1.2 [204], which overestimates the region of the MBL paramagnet. We attribute
this observation to the slow expected dynamics in these models, which can show
slow power-law or also logarithmic relaxation [205]. While the crossing point for
the times accessible within tDMRG shows only a weak dependence on time, it is
very likely that it exhibits a further slow drift on even longer times scales.
In Fig. 5.6 we show data forXESG in the vicinity of the transition for the integrable
case of the model studied in the main text (Jx = 0), where the transition is known to
be at J/h = 1 [201]. From this plot one can again identify two phases separated by a
crossing point, with which one might identify the location of the MBL-SG transition
in the asymptotic long-time limit. From our finite-time data, however, we find the
crossing point at J/h  1.2, which overestimates the transition by 20 %. As in the
main text, we attribute this discrepancy to the slow dynamics that can occur in these
models, which effectively implies that one would need to reach even longer times
to see a drift towards the known transition value.
5.5 Long-range correlated Ising Model
In this section we consider a different model and show that also in the presence of
long-range interaction the eigenstate order parameter shows the essential behavior











where N(a) = åi<j
1
ji jja is the Kac normalization. Wi is taken from an uniform
distribution [0,W], while the field is distributed randomly between [ hz, hz]. Like
in the main text here we also calculated both the Edwards-Anderson parameter
XEAand the eigenstate order parameter XESG. It has been theoretically proposed
that this model can be realized in current trapped ion experiments [206, 207].
Figure 5.7 shows the parameter dependence of bothXEA andXESG alongwith the
finite-size dependence. The calculation is performed for excited states taken from
the middle of the spectrum and for a = 2.0. As one can see the behavior of XEA
is well reproduced by the XESG, however again due to strong finite size effects the
critical disorder value for MBL-paramagnet to MBL-SG transition cannot be reliably































FIGURE 5.5: Eigenstate spin-glass order parameter across the transi-
tion. Time evolution of XESG as a function of disorder strength J/h for
different system sizes, L = 32, 48, 64, 80 in different panels. For weak
couplings XESG decays with time, while in the opposite regime it in-
creases. A crossing point separates these regimes of opposite dynami-
cal behavior.
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FIGURE 5.6: Eigenstate spin-glass order parameter XESG across the
transition in the integrable model, where the coupling along the x-
direction is taken to be zero (Jx = 0, see main text for further details
of the model). For weak couplings XESG decays with time, while in the
other regime it increases.
detected. We have used similar averaging procedure as it is done for all the data in
the main text.
5.6 Discussion
In this chapter we have provided evidence that the detection of MBL spin-glass
order does not require access in the full many-body eigenstates, as is necessary for
the previously used Edwards-Anderson order parameter. We rather find that MBL
spin-glass order in random quantum Ising chains is contained in two-spin reduced
density matrices.
This observation has several implications. On the theory side, reduced density
matrices can be accessed with a variety of methods, whereas full eigenstates require
in general the use of exact diagonalization, which a priori limits the accessible sys-
tem sizes. We have shown in this chapter, for example, that our proposed eigenstate
spin-glass (ESG) order parameter can be computed using the density-matrix renor-
malization group method, which allows us to reach systems up to at least 80 spins.
This can be achieved, since the ESG can be obtained from a local in time measure-
ment in contrast to the Edwards-Anderson order parameter, which either requires
access to the full eigenstates or to a two-time correlation function.
The property, that the ESG can be obtained by a local in time measurement,











































FIGURE 5.7: Eigenstate order Upper panel: Shows both the XEA and
XESG for the long-range model (5.5) in for excited states taken from the
middle of the spectrum. AboveW/hz & 2.5 the model appears to have
a nonzero XEA, suggesting MBL-SG order. This behavior is also cap-
tured by the XESG as well. Lower panel shows the L dependence of
both the order parameters for few different values of disorder strength
as mentioned in the label. Here a = 2 is chosen. As in the main text,
the lines are a guide to the eye and are not supposed to provide a qual-
itative extrapolation.
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makes an experimental detectionmore feasible. Still, the ESG requires the full recon-
struction of a reduced density matrix of two spins. While this limits the range of ap-
plicable experimental platforms, reduced density matrices are accessible in so-called
quantum simulators such as trapped ions [208, 209], superconducting qubits [210],
Rydberg systems, or ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices [211]. The observation of
MBL spin-glass order remains nevertheless challenging since the experimental re-
alization of system Hamiltonians, that are capable to host MBL spin-glass ordered
phases, has not yet been reported. For trapped ions systems, however, a way to gen-
erate an Ising Hamiltonian with random spin interactions has been proposed [206,
207]. In general, random interactions might also be straightforwardly realized us-
ing the digital approach to quantum simulation [212, 213, 210] which is currently
limited, however, by the accessible system sizes.
We have analyzed the ESG for a random quantum Ising chain, so that it is a nat-
ural question to which extent our results generalize to other models. While address-
ing this question on general grounds is beyond of the scope of this work, we also
showed numerical results for a long-range Ising model with algebraically decaying
spin-spin interactions, whose realization in a trapped ion system appears feasible
within current experimental techniques. While finite-size effects in this model are
stronger than for the nearest-neighbor Ising chain, we find a similar behavior of the
Edwards-Anderson order parameter and the ESG, indicating that our results extend





In this thesis, we have considered three different topics in modern condensedmatter
physics. We have studied these topics with state-of-art numerical techniques: lattice
Monte Carlo and tensor network methods. Each of the topics reflects a different as-
pect of the field. However There are other important topics in modern condensed
matter that we could not survey due to the time limitations, for example, the topo-
logical phase of matter or high-temperature superconductivity and so on.
In chapter 3, we revisited the phase diagram of Falicov-Kimball model. Espe-
cially we addressed the intricacies of the phase diagram above the charge ordering
transition. We found out that the WL regime is due to the finiteness of the under-
lying lattice and vanishes in the thermodynamic limit. The AI phase is captured by
disorder extensions of the DMFT with the addition of quenched disorder. We have
studied the charged ordered phase in detail and found out the critical exponents
associated with the onset of charge order in that region coincide with those of the
classical two-dimensional Ising model.
In chapter 4, we have studied the spatial structure of entanglement for transverse
field Ising chain using logarithmic negativity at zero and nonzero temperatures. We
have found that for any fixed size ` of the blocks there exists an entanglement thresh-
old at a distance d beyond which the logarithmic negativity vanishes identically.
This holds across the whole phase diagram of the system including also the quan-
tum critical point where the system exhibits long-ranged quantum correlations. The
influence of temperature onto the spatial entanglement structure as measured by the
logarithmic negativity depends crucially on the size ` of the blocks. The larger d
(for increasing `) the more important the influence of temperature, cutting off long-
range entanglement. Logrithmic negativity is based on PPT criterion and for larger
blocks `  2, although it might be zero for larger distances but this does not neces-
sarily imply that the two blocks are completely unentangled. But as well we can not
exclude that there exist other measures signaling nonzero entanglement. However
it is important to keep in mind that the logarithmic negativity gives a bound on the
distilable entanglement, such that a vanishing logarithmic negativity implies that
no Bell pairs can be extracted from the state.
In chapter 5 we consideredMBL phase of matter where the effects of disorder be-
come important. Our focus was inside the MBL phase that hosts another interesting
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phase, the so-called MBL spin-glass phase. We have introduced an order parame-
ter called eigenstate spin-glass order parameter. It overcome the current dynamical
and experimental challenges to detect this phase. We have provided evidence that
the detection of MBL spin-glass order does not require access to the full many-body
eigenstates, as is necessary for the previously used Edwards-Anderson order pa-
rameter. We rather find that MBL spin-glass order in random quantum Ising chains
is contained in two-spin reduced density matrices.
We find that this ESG order parameter captures MBL spin-glass phases in ran-
dom Ising chains both in many-body eigenstates as well as in the nonequilibrium
dynamics from a local in time measurement.
6.2 Outlook
The performed results in chapter 3 may shed some light on the study of other types
of lattices, for instance, triangular lattice in which one has to consider the frustra-
tion effects or three-dimensional lattices. As well the results might be useful for
studies of localization in cold atoms. Recently, using neural networks and machine
learning techniques, people have studied different problems in condensed matter
physics. One can for future studies use such methods for bigger lattices and higher
dimensions.
Regarding chapter 4, for future considerations, it is interesting to look at the
behavior of logarithmic negativity for other models and with different natures. It
also would be interesting to study the dynamic properties of entanglement dynam-
ics and its propagation with time for different model following a quantum quench.
This can help to understand these problems from a different point of view.
Using our results in chapter 5, one can dynamically study the systems that show
a spin-glass phase in the context of MBL phase. As we have discussed there in our
results, one can access the reduced density matrix experimentally, for example, our
results can be used to observe MBL spin-glass order within current experiments
in Rydberg atoms and trapped ion systems. This lets to measure the amount of
glassiness in such systems in the laboratory. Recent works on floquet-driven MBL
systems and time crystals[214, 215, 216, 217, 218] suggest a glass phase in their phase
diagram. This can be motivating to investigate these systems and their MBL spin-
glass phases spatially in space and time using our order parameter.
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Coherent state path integral











dt (y¯  ¶ty+ H(y¯,y)  mN(y¯,y)) (A.2)
for the general Hamiltonian



























in frequency domain and if V is a two body operator we have

















(2n+ 1)p/b fermions. n 2 Z
also it is possible to write the action as follow
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We know that the phase transition occur only in thermodynamic limit and due to
finite memory and processing time, it is not possible to do the calculation in ther-
modynamic limit, for this reason physicists do the simulation for finite lattice sizes
and then with scaling hypothesis, analyze finite systems and deduce conclusions for
thermodynamic limit. This method of scaling called Finite Size Scaling or FSS.
B.0.1 Critical exponent
When we are near the critical point Tc, a quantity like g(t) obeys a exponential law
as




. This g could be specific heat Cv or susceptibility c or any related
quantity on problem. In our problem and in square lattice g is Cv and c f . l is critical






So tl describes g(t) at the transition.
B.0.2 Scaling hypothesis
For the quantity g(t) we have following scaling behavior at Tc
g(t)  Ll/nFg(tL1/n) (B.3)
and Fg(tL1/n) is universal scaling function.
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Thermodynamic limit Finite size system
c f (t)  jtj g c f (t)  L g/nFc f (tL1/n)
Cv(t)  jtj a Cv(t)  L a/nFCv(tL1/n)
TABLE B.1: Thermodynamic limit and finite size system.
B.0.3 The results of the FSS
The results of finite size scaling is to extract the correct set of values of exponents
including n, g, a and Tc from results that we gain from simulation, Fig. 3.8 a,b and
c. Fortunately we have Tc from our results and there is no need to calculate it with
FSS. With fourth order Binder Cumulant B~Q we can calculate the Tc .
Also there is scaling behavior for fourth order Binder Cumulant B~Q [85] as follow
B~Q = B˜~Q(tL
1/n) (B.4)
Then after FSS, to extract scaling function fQ(tL1/n) from numerical data one
could define
yL = g(t)L l/n , xL = tL1/n (B.5)
B.0.4 How to do FSS
for this aim, in equation B.3 with Taylor expansion of Fg(tL1/n) convert it to poly-
nomial form and keep N first terms as follow
Fg(tL1/n) = Ll/n(a0 + a1L1/nt+ a2L2/nt2
+ a3L3/nt3 + a4L4/nt4 + ...+ aNLN/ntN) (B.6)
From numerical data by using only the temperatures adequately close to Tc for





Any vector jYi 2 H1 




FLj E FRj E (C.1)
for non-negative real lj so-called Schmidt values, and orthonormal sets
FLj E 2 H1
and
FLj E 2 H2 with j = 1, 2, 3, . . .. There are density operators r1 on H1 and r2 on
H2 such that
hYj(A
 1)jYi = Tr[Ar1], hYj(1
 B)jYi = Tr[Br2] (C.2)
for all observables A and B onH1 andH2, respectively, and f
FLj Egmay be chosen
to be the eigenverctors of r1 corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues fpjg and the
vectors f




Error analysis in TEBD for ESG order
parameter
D.1 Optimal choice of TEBD parameters:
In order to reach long simulation time t one has to find optimal control parameters,
which are time step dt, and the number of the truncated states (kept state) cmax.
We implemented the TEBD algorithm is such a way that we discarded states below
certain threshold, #.
Therefore the control parameters are the time step dt and the truncation error
threshold is #. The total error would increase at larger dt due to the Trotter error,
and at smaller dt due to the truncation error. It is reasonable to choose for small
times rather small values of dt in order to minimize the Trotter error and for large
times, to choose a somewhat coarser time interval, in order to push the time to as
large as possible [219]. We choose two small value for dt
hdt 2 [0.01, 0.005] (D.1)
and for # we consider different truncation thresholds
# 2 [1e  7, 1e  9, 1e  11] (D.2)
In the Followingwe do the error analysis for two different initial states, first error
analysis for the results that we have shown in the main text of the paper and second
for initial state that break the Z2 symmetry of the system in the z-direction, i.e., an
initial state where all spins are pointed randomly in the z-direction.
Figure D.1 andD.2 shows the error analysis for the initial states, which is product
state randomly directed in x-direction and z-direction respectively. Note that we
average over 1000 realizations for this simulation. In each set of TEBD parameters,
i.e., # and dt, the initial states remain unchanged, which give us confident that results
shown here and in the main text are well converged.
Figure D.1 right panel shows the evolution of theXESG for different TEBD param-
eters starting with an initial state, which is randomly pointed in z-direction. As it is
seen that for all the parameters choice of the TEBD algorithm the dynamics remain
unaffected. Here the discarded weight remains very small of the order 1e  16.
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FIGURE D.1: Error analysis for different set of parameters (#, dt) for
non-MBL SG, J/h = 1.0, and MBL-SG, J/h = 3.0, phases for a chain
L = 80 with all initial states randomly pointed in the x-direction.
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FIGURE D.2: Error analysis for different set of parameters (#, dt) for
non-MBL SG, J/h = 1.0, and MBL-SG, J/h = 3.0, phases for a chain
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